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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK

etqsiky's MostProgressive Weekly Newspaper"
Murray;kelntucky, Thursday Afternoon July 16, 1936

a year In Callaway.
Graves, Henry and Stewart Counties.
I 4n a year elsewhere is
v •••""the State of Kentucky.
a year to _July address
'Ir"'"'"other than above.
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Houston Appointed
Charles Kennedy Buys
Hear Valuable Reports
HEALTH BUILDING
AAA CONSERVATION Bluebird Cafe in City MRS. W. M. MEADOR Old Age Pension Set-up ROAD EQUIPMENT 60 Farmers
at Farm Bureau Dinner on July 10 TO BE MONUMENT
FOR COUNTY VOTED
OF HAZEL IS DEAD
PROGRAM MODIFIED
TO DR. J. W. CARR
BY STATE DROUTH
in

?MIZE
rYam
Prints &
oil paint-

25c
di

Service
sin
)r individW

lern

J. E. Houston has received an
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Kennerly,
appointment in the state set-up for
Granite City, Ill., completed a
administration of old age pensions.
deal Saturday for the Bluebird
More than 60 Calloway county time five more have been added.
Cafe, operated here for the past Prominent Matron Passed Away Mt. Houston reported in Frank- 46 II. P. Diesel Tractor and Adams farmers and guests attended the A total of $116.00 paid to the
Road Grader Ordered by
fort Wednesday for a conference
Soddenly Early Saturday
ten years by Claude Brown, and
Farm Bureau banquet in the base- State Farm Bureau organization
..*"
Fiscal Court.
on. his new duties.' He will be a
Morning.
took over the property at that
ment of the Methodist church Fri- for state and national dues. Fifty "Grand Old Man" of Murdirector either of a 10-county disday evening, which included a dollars paid on terracing machine
Cochrane Explains Changes time.
ray State College Honwer
horse-po
An International 40
trict or a 3-county district, the exnumber of valuable reports on Its that is operating in the county.
Mr. Kennelly is a native of Calin Soil Plans on Account
Mrs. Artie Meador, 78, widow of
ored by Regents
be guaranteed as interesting program. Leslie Ellis, Five dollars paid to 4-H club trip
to
be
to
announced.
Diesel
act
appointment
tractor,
born
been
having
county,
loway
the late W. M. Meador, died at the
of Shortage
of $2,300 prominent farmer, presided at the to Lexington; $16.00 for stationary
price
the
at
as
new,
good
a
be
adcounty
There
will
also
Concord.
New
and reared near
home of her daughter, Mrs. W. E.
by the Cal- dinner. Mr. Ellis was introduced and supplies, treasurer's bond,
Mrs. Kennedy, who is a native of Dick, in Hazel early Saturday ministrator appointed in the or- was ordered purchased
10TH BUILDING NAMED
PLANTINGS
of
ganization, Mr. Houston said, and loway Fiscal Court at its regular by Rupert Hendon, president of
EMERGENCY
Roxer., Term., will have charge
morning of paralysis.
FOR FIRST PRESIDENT
A
Tuesday.
here
July
Back
meeting
Page)
on
(Continued
the Farm Bureau.
ARE BEING AUTHORIZED the restaurant as Mr. Kennerly is On the morning of her death that proper announcements would
comgrader,
Adams
three-wheel
be made in due course.
connected with a steel company
A delicious dinner was served
she seemed to be enjoying her
plete with the usual tools and
The board of regents of Murray
in Granite City.
and the program was as follows:
Py.J. T:. Coachraii,
usual health. Having eaten her
also
was
new,
as
good
equipment,
College in a meeting here
State
experienced
an
is
Kennerly
Mrs.
Kelso,
Eurie
Invocatipn,
-Agent
County
breakfast she went to her room.
ordered purchased at $1,175.
Monday officially approved the
Introduction of toastmaster, LesThe Agricultural Adjustment Ad- restaurant operator. Clifton Brown, Shortly after this Mrs. Dick heard
road
new
The motion to buy the
title John Wesley Carr Health
lie Ellis by President Rupert Henministration has notified the Col- Mr. Brown's son, will be connected her call for help and hurried to
equipment was made by Esq. B. C.
Building as the name for the new
don.
lege of Astdsulture at Lexington with the cafe for a while.
her room. Dr. Miller was called
Swann and seconded by Esq. Lee
physical education building now
that, as a result of the drouth, the
Pas0.
A.
Sesceretary
a
Report,
in
died
she
but
once
and came at
Barnett. On the general motion,
under construction on the campus.
conservation program has been
chall.
the
few minutes after he reached
it was carried by the support of
III Nine Months Before Death; Dr. John Wesley Carr is th,e •76modified in an effort to increase
Soil Conservation Report: Afpisthome.
Raqs. G. M. Potts, Will Washer,
Burial in Darnell Cemetery
year old dean of Murray College.
Grove Meets Vandevelde
Lynn
M.
K.
the production of food and feed
Cromwell.
Funeral services were conducted
Joe McCuiston, B. C. Swann, Lee ant County Agent
Sunday Afternoon.
President Richmond recommended
Teams
in
Nightcap:
Plumbers
0
cropa,
Report of Terracer, A. 0. PasBarnett and J. F. Bratton with
at the Methodist church in Hazel
the name of Carr be given the
Closely Knotted.
- On farms where the production
Esq. Wert Alderson, Hazel district, chall.
Sunday afternoon, with the Rev.
building.
than
less
of food and feed crops is
Funeral services were held for
Report of Lime Possibilities, K.
and County Judge E P. Phillips
W. A. Baker, Gleason, Tenn., and
Twice president and twice dean
age
normal because of drouth, or other Meet Friday to Elect President,
Darftelh
Cromwell.
Elizabeth
Susan
Mrs.
M.
in
the Rev. L. L. Jones of Barlow,
Compared to the past two years voting "nay".
of Murray College. Dr. Carr has
the
from
unfavorable weather conditions,
m.,
938,
.
Rttpert
p.
3
Fair-1
at
of
Repart
Sunday
64.
Registering
Plan in
On the specific motions to buy
charge.
when some team made a runaway
Kenfarmers may grow all the food and
Memorial Baptist church, with the contributed much to Western
Hendon.
Voters.
Burial was in the Hazel Ceme- of the Murray Softball Leaguk..-the. the tractor and grader the voting
tucky's premier institution's splenP.
Sam
feed acreage necessary to bring
W.
and
B.
Hubbard
with
Hatchery,
Carroll
Cooperation
Revs.
Active pallbearers were: race is anybody's this year with was the same except that Esq. Will
before
tery.
their production up to normal
Martin officiating. Burial was in did growth. Two months
Edmonds, K Kelly.
Plans • for the registration of
Scruggs, J. E. only two games between top and Washer refrained from voting.
State
without affecting payments, pro- voters will be considered at a Dick Miller, Calice
Possibility of Tattooing for Poul- the Darnell cemetery in Marshall the fall semeiter of Murray
road
the
and
fund
general
The
Wilkbottom.
Littleton, Cyril Nix, Walter
College's first year was scheduled
vided they comply with other re- general
Protection, County Agent J. T. county.
try
30,
June
meeting of the Young inson and Ginath Owen, Honorot
as
who
fund
bridge
Plumbers.
and
The Vandevelde
to open, Dr. Carr came to Murray.
quirements of the program.
Mrs. Darnell died -at the home of
Democrats of Calloway county ary: Abe Thompson, Dr. E. W. were in the cellar a couple of 1936. were ordered consolidated. Cochran.
found no buildings here, little
Farmers may now plant food and
011ie
Picnic,
Columbus-Belmont
12th
8
at
South
17.
July
Darnell,
925.a
Solon
buy
son,
on
her
evening,
are
to
Friday
The court voted
Miller, 0. B. Turnbow, T. S. Her- weeks ago without victory
money, but much enthusiasm. At
feed crops above their general soilo'clock in the courthouse, organiza- ron, W. B. Milstead, T. M. Wilson, top this week as a result of four 000 insurance policy on the county J. Price, assistant secretary of the street, Saturday after a nine that time he' was 63 years old.
depleting bases and yet receive full
Bureau.
Farm
Kentucky
survived
is
today.
She
month's illness.
tion officials announced
straight victories and losses by court house from the Mills Mutual
T. L. Wells and D. N. White.
Now at 76, he has been instrupayment for diverting tobacco or
by six daughters; Mrs. J; B. BlayMurray. and ordered the policy to be ready August 14th Meeting, R. Hendon.
In ordeg to promote interest in
mental in the erection of a college
by her daughter, Lynn Grove and Camp
Survived
is
She
cotton or for carrying out soilPrice.
J.
011ie
Speaker,
lock, Louisville, Mrs. Clint Mad- plant the value of which exceeds
Jenkins' men must for inspection and approval at the
county-wide registration. the Young
W. E. Dick; one sister, Mrs. However, Harry
Mrs.
building practices, if the additional
Collection.
Membership
dox, Akron, Ohio, Mrs. 011ie White.
lead tonight when August 18 meeting.
Democrats are planning a picnic
91.500.000. With the completion of
Alice St. John, Hazel; one broth- defencr their
acreages are made 'necessary by
Comments, J. T. Cochran.
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. C. L. Wyatt,
Lynn Grove MillChas. Eldridge, Bob Watson. C.
to be given in the near future.
Ride Farley of Murray and they meet the
er.
the drouth. The program originalA.
0: Big Sandy, Tenn., Mrs. Sam Far- the Carr Health Building and
report by Secretary
The
were
Culver
the
Virgil
in
behind,
Purdom. retiring president
and
Broach
game
R.
a
Wells
half
only
the home demonstration house, the
her son-in-law, W. E. Dick, of ers,
ly provided for deductions in payPaschall follows:
ris, Benton, and Mrs. Lena Wat- college property evaluation will
said today. Mr. Purdom has rereleased from Poll\taxes.
last contest of the evening.
'
Hazel.
ments where the acreage in soilFarm
Bureau
C-eonty-Calloway
and
Solon
two
acsons.
to
Muiray;
kins,
presidency
were
the
night
signed from
Both games Tuesday
Road prodepleting crops exceeded the base.
Her husband. W. M. Meador, one-sided. The Camp, strengthened
was organized March 14, 1936, with Sylvian Darnell of Murray; three reach almost $2,000,000.
cept the position as county camEx-Football Star Drowns
jects immediately involving colwere
This provision particularly efThey
ago.
years
Since
that
8
about
53
members.
charter
died
Mrs.
Jack
Creason,
Senator
Mrs.
sisters,
paign manager for U. S.
by three men from their baseball
lege property increase the real
in Cumberland River
fects farmers who planted their
years ago and built a
Edd Jones of Marshall county, and
team, easily defeated the Calloway
M. M. Logan. The matter of de- married 52
estate value enormously.
•
south
regular acreage of crops other than
in
River
Blood
of
east
home
Mrs. Bud Houser of Benton.
Lumber Co., 10 to 0. In the final,
ciding upon a succkssor to Mr.
SPRINGFIELD. Ky., Lly 13in
During nis 13 years of service at
prominent
tobacco or cotton and who did not
were
and
Concord
Pallbearers for the funeral were:
will be consiaered Friday.
swamped the Wood- Jerry C. Joyner, 22, former footMillers
the
Purdom
expect to qualify for diversion
Murray State, Dr. Carr has served
educational and agrimen, 17-3, with both teams using ball player of Murray State Teach-Each -magisterial- captain and the religious,
Clint Ward, Nathan Lassiter. Thos. in addition to his deanship and
section.
payments ,from the .general soilof picked-up players as ers College, was drowned yesterbeen asked to bring t; cultural life of that
has
number
a
Herbert
officer
Lassiter,
Hughes, Albert
depleting base, but who expected
presidency as postniastee, a position
Mrs. Meador was a good neigh- 'Their regulars failed to show us. day when a boat from which he
or 10 members to the general
Rupert Parks.
Employs 40 Laborers To Complete Perry and
which he held when it paid no
to qualfy for tobacco and cotton
mother
and
the
that
wife
devoted
order
a
meet
jacks
the
in
bor,
17
Lumber
July
The
meeting
and a companion were fishing
Project in Five
salary. The new Carr Health
payments by diverting acreages of
Christian.
formulatgame
be
sincerefirst
the
Bank of Murray in
and,a
entire program may
capsized in the Cumberland river
Months.
Building will be the 10th edifice
these crops. A large number of
Bank of Murray Installs
tonight.
ed.
near Clarksville.
be constructed on the Murray
to
Kentucky farmers, however, planMachines
g
Book-keepin
The standings:
Calloway has one of the best
Joyner's companion. Joe H. McWork on the Olive boulevard
campus. The administration and
ned to divert acreage from their
Won Lost
clubs in the
Democratic
Young
also
Springfield,
of
22,
Clanahan,
liberal arts buildings were erected
general soil-depleting bases as well
was resumed Wednesday, July 15,
2
4
Vandevelde
state. Waylon Rayburn, treasurer
The Bank of Murray installed in 1924; the training school and
former Murray State College stu- wall Virgil "Red" Cochran proas from their tobacco and cotton
2
3
Lynn Grove
WHAT'S THE NEWS
of the state organization and local
water
dent, was pulled from the
ject supervisor. The men that last week two of the newest and auditorium structures were built
bases.
3
4
Calloway Lbr,
adviser, told, the club at its last
unconscious after going under have been employed on the sewer most modern book-keeping ma- in 1927; Wells Hall was completed
The modification in the adjust3
3
Murray
Purdom explained
Mr.
Camp
meeting.
twjce. Joyner's body was recover- project have been transferred to chines, made by Burroughs. The in 1925; the
The National Stores Corp. will
( men's dormitory and
ment program also allows farmers
4
2
W. 0. W.
that the state president, Tom Logan start Monday on completely reare the latest the library building were ready
soreerai hours later.
the new boulevard and 19 more machines, which
confronted with feed shortage to
3
1
CalMurray
the
of
visit
Bank
of Covington, would
Joyner recently was appointed added to the working staff making equipment, were made necessary for occupation in 1930: and the
modeling its balcony and will make
ake additional plantings of anloway Club in the near future to it Over into a ready-to-wear de'athletic coach and teacher at Or- a total working crew of .40 men. by the increasing business of the Stadium was finished in 1935. The
nual gregjes,asorghums and small
6-5
Manes Noses Out Redbirds,
present, the club with its official partment when completed.
Mr.
lincla high school near here.
This project will take some five bank, whieh now handles approxi- health building and home demongrains without classifying these
state charter.
Two sisters. Miss Lola Lee Joy- months to complete. In addition rnately 3.800 accounts, and are far stration house will complete the
Hale. manager, said the store would
Paducah
of
'crops as soil depleting.
Jewelers
Manas
The
Guy Billington, first vice-presi- handle a larger stock of ready-toLouise Yancey both to the 8 inch gravel base, the street 'superior to the old-type of bank program up to the present, both
This means that farmers who
out the Murray Redbirds in ner and Mrs.
dent. will preidde at the meeting wear when the balcony was com- noted
of Nashville, Tenn., survive.
of which will be finished, accordwill - be covered with one and three posting machines.
the
on
night
have complied with the program to
last
encounter
close
a
Friday. Other officers are: Mac pleted. The front will also be refourths inches crushed limestone
Three boos-Keepers are now re- ing to Contractor Cole. in 1936.
date by -diverting acreages .from
Murray high school field, by a
vice-presisecond
•
Tarry.
12tion,ies..
modeled after the balcony is com- score of 6 to 5.
and oil and topped with three- quired to handle the bank's large
Only one other building on the
the general soil-depleting base
dent; Wayne Freeman, third vice- pleted. •Mr. Hale said.
They are campus besides the health strucfourths inch natural rock asphalt. volume of business.
now may make emergency plantBougena hurled for
and
Kiesey
secretary:
Hortin.
president; L. J.
The wage scale, as stated by En- Mrs. Laverne Wallis, Mrs. William ture bears an official title. That is
ings of sudan grass, millet, sweet
0000
the Paducahans while Lefty HurJack Kennedy, treasurer; M. 0.
gineer W. E. Oovington, for the Whitnell and Miss Velma Tyree.
the girls dormitory, which at its
the
for
sorghum and small grains and still
Mound
the
on
was
ley
moved
Co.
Vandevelde
E.
R.
The
Wrather and Waylon Rayburn, adFRANKFORT, Ky., July 10- project will be; 20 cents per hour
by the machines formal deditation in 1925 was given
done
The
work
smaller
A
receive full payments.
aggregation.
Murray
Building,
Shroat
the
to
visers; H. L. Broach, Leon Smith, this week
Revenue an- for common labor, 35 cents for in- is;truly marvelous and the bank the name of Rainey T. Wells Hall.
A previous ruling of the Agricrowd witnessed the game due to The- Department of
Hugh Wilson, Rex Watson,' H. T. on North Fifth street, just a block
today a series of regula- termediate labor and 50 cents for invites its friends to come in and in honor of the man who made it
nounced
proba
of
cultural Adjustment Administration
thoughts
anticipated
the
They
Waldrop, Charley Denham, L. D. west of its present location.
pay- skilled labor. The skilled laborers see the new machines, which are possible for the Institution to be.
classified soybeans and cowpeas as
shower. The game was fast tions dealing with income tax
Miller, Whitt Imes. Holman Jones, are in the quarters formerly occu- able
the Kentucky income are limited to 80 hours per month. the first of their type to be install- founded.
under
ments
accurate
showing
soil-conserving crops when cut for
teams
both
With
and Raymond Hamlin. magisterial pied by T. 0. Turner and used
tax act of 1936.
The curb, gutter and walks are ed in this locality:-/,
hay and followed by cover crops.
lately as a storage room by Shroat skill in both hitting and fielding.
captains.
The act takes effect on August being completed, filling in of the
Therefore, these summer legumes
Bros.
7, 1936, but is imposed with re- low places for walks and general
so grown for hay, will not affect
Gough Proves Financial
The Ledger SC Times will start Palestine Voting Place
spect to the net income received leveling of the street is being compayments.
House
School
in
to be
.
Sacrifice for Temperance
next week repairing the building
during the entire calendar year pleted at a fast rate of speed: The
occupied by Vandevelde for the
1936. In the case of taxpayers completing of the graveling of the
The jegors for the August term
of
notice
After the official
past several years.
Calling on the editor of this of Calloway circuit court has been
who keep their books on a calen- street and then rolling of the
Temperature as recorded by
changes in voting precincts was
a
us
reshowed
Gough
is
paper,
Galen
return
no
basis,
hard
gravel will be done before the
dar year
Recorder
drawn. The grand jury will reWeather
Government
printed in section two of this edi- quired until April 15, 1937, at
letter received from the Scholts port Monday. August 3. for first
surfacing is begun.
"Shorty" Arnold.
tion, the voters of that precinct whiCh time a return based on inAngeof
Los
Service,
This five month's project will Advertising
Low
High
day of court with the petit jury
Date
The County Health Department
decided to have the polling place come received during the caleninclude the sewing of grass seeds les, dated July 9. The letter went reporting Tuesday. August 4.
76
100
Thurs. 9th.
announces the' following schedule
at the school house instead of the
and the making of grass plots as on to say that they could not
dar year 1936 must be made.
Grand )ury
75
100
Fri. 10th.
for typhoid vaccine in the county
,
church.
well as the curb, guttering, side- understand why Mr. Gough did not
78
100
A.' Hopkins. Charlie GraCarl
Sat. 11th.
schools beginning Tuesday, July
these
to
9
•
July
invited
is
Ky..
Attention
FRANKFORT,
walks, and surfacing the street. advise them of his whereabouts ham, Festus Story. 0. P. Albritton,
85
99
Sun. 12th.
21. Dr. J. A. Outland, county
Every county clerk in Kentucky changes, which are effective in a
No doubt when completed this will and that they wished to continue Jesse Warren, F. M. Steel.
81
107
Mon: 13th.
health officer, and Miss Virginia
fat
the
and
speed
help
precincts,number of
will be called upon to
be the most beautiful drive in and with the beer advertising exploi78
104
W. E. Billingtoq, Sam Pace, Wm.
Tues. 14th.
Irvan. county .health nurse. will be
up work of starting old age as- details are printed on the back
tations . .. and for him to wire H. Patterson. naymond Story..,
about Murray.
75
101
. Wed. 15th.
In charge of the vaccination:
sistance payments, Department of page of the second section this
fipre
own
his
immediately
them
has.James C. Nance of Bell City,
James Hendon, Jas. G. Erwin.
Monday was the hottest day Welfare officials stated tonight. week.
Tuesday, July 21, Vancleave, 8
to quote the beer companies 'for
a pottery display of vases, pitchers,
Linn Lawson. Coy Hale, W. B.
a. m.; Palestine. 9:30 a. m.; Inde- this year with the mercury at 107. About 6,000 newly printed official
to
anxious
are
another fast. They
urns, jardineers, bird baths, bird
Lipford. Tom Hurt, Buford Houspendence, 11 a. m.; Shady Hill, 1 Sunday night was the hottest on application blanks will be placed
MURRAY LODGE NOTICE
the
know when it can get ,back.94
houses, flower pots and general
ton. Geo. Shelton.
record at 85 degrees.
Brooks Chapel. 2 p. m.
p. h
in mails tomorrow, half of 'them
job.
pottery, on the Outland lot on
Clarence Dyer: Toy Brandon.
Rainfall for the week was .15 to -county clerks to be distributed
Thursday. July' 23. Elm Grove,
A call meeting of Murray Lodge
In answer to the Scholts Adver- Rube H. Alton, Albert, G. Jackson,
Main street, in connection with
8- cr. m.; Kirk Ridge. 9:30 a. rit; inches.
Monday
who
be
held
will
individuals
M.
to
A.
half
&
F.
locally,
Correspondents and local adver- tising' Agency, Gough replys as Stanley McDougal, QUint` Wilson,
Bob Foster and Bernard Hart's
Center. Hidge, 11 a. m.; Russell
have made application by letter. night, July 20. Work will be given
tisers who get their copy in by follows: "Thank you for your inconcrete plant.
Petit Jury
Chapel. 1 p. m.
degree.
in the Master Mason
terest and kindly offer, but as I
There are many beautiful yard Modday:Albert Hale, Denny P. Smith,
. Monday, July 27, _Pottertown,
W. E. Clark
office
your
in
while
'before,
said
vases -as well as house decoraMurray Ross, R. C. Tarry, R. R.
MACBETH TO BE-GIVEN
.8:30 a. m.; McCuiston, 10 a. m..
Bank of Murray
in Los Angeles, and as my letter Roferts,' C. G.. Barton, Herman
tions, such as pitchers, vases, etc.
Woodlawn, 12 noon; Pine Bluff
Murray Milk Products Co.
It Pays to Read the Classified'
deam
I
states.
possession
now in
'Cooper, Sohn B. Boyd, Hernia BurMacbeth. ene of Shakespeare's
The fast Murray Independents
p. m.
Murray Marble Works
voting my life to the cause of tem- keen.
there wil be p child health con- will encounter the Marshall Ser- most popular tragedies, will be PreKy.-Tenn. Light & Power CO,
the
perance work and to reveal
Hold. H. Crouse, L. L. Lee. Otis
ference at Backusburg school, Fri- vice Station Softballers of Cairo. sented in the college auditorium at
Boone Cleaners
harmful effects of intoxicants to Edwards, Dennis Boyd. . Stanley
Ill., in a double header on the Murray State College at 8 o'clock
day, July 17. at 2:30 p. m.
Murray Paint'& Wallpaper Co.
the inner-organic system. I shall Kirkland, C. H. Redden,' Walter
Murray high school field Friday Thursday evening. July 23, and
R. H. Vandevelde & Co.
not deviate from the decision I Marine, Brent Edwards, Ragah Mcnight, July 17. at 7:45 p. m. This possibly Friday evening. July 24,
Hazel F. F. A. News
have made and shall be uninterest- Daniel.
is the first double header that the Prof. F. D. Mellen said today. The
S. Pleasant Grove News
ed in any beer fast advertising,
Marvin Magness. Cary Scott,
Murray Red Birds have given the college dramatic department, of
Stella Gossip
even though it means a financial Robert Lax. Geo. Pennington. M.
ber of Commerce, the new hosiery
fans on the local diamond. Houser which Professor Mellen is head. is
News
Grove
Lynn
life."
of
conmy
the
rest
the
for
by
security
possible
made
mill was
play.
Jones, George Parrish,
Stanton
T. 0. Turner informs the Ledger will hurl for Murray in the first sponsoring the
Capito: Theatre
We feel certain that Mr. Gough Hafold Douglas, J. B. Jordon. R.
solidation of the Paducah. Benton,
A tentative cast includes R. H.
Notes
Agent
and Times that theState has ap- game with Hurley in reserve for
County
Lichhis
with
to
Bernard
be
continue
able
will
and Murray units.
J. Smith.
Falwell, Jr.. Murray, as Banquo;
. peepriated $25,000 to concrete the the-- second fracas.
Temple Hill News
doing a
Temperance campaign
ten. New York, is president of the
Mule,
Granville Scarbrough. L.
With 14 innings of fast thrilling Lula Belle Beale, Aline, and-.Anna
..grpf_kmurs. where
-road from J. 1,k.
great work. The Rev. Sam P. Henry Hopkins, Tharpe Futurell.
corporation; L. Rubel. Paducah.
AT
MEET
MT.
he asphalt pavement stops, to entertainment. the Murray lads, Lou Herron, Hazel, Gentlewoman
MEMORIAL
general
Martin, pastor of the Murray Bap- Hutson Morris. Jno. T. Duncan. Ed
Over 12,000 pairs of hose are treasurer; and J. W. Egolf,
sup- and
Lady Macbeth. alternates;
!ye points and as far as the ap- will appreciate your hearty
CARMEL CEMETERY JULY 27 tist church, has accepted the diMurray, porter; being manufactured daily at the manager.
Lovins, John A. Cole, 'Clarence W.
propriation will icarry the pro- port, promise to give you a great Charles Farmer,
rectorship of the Temperance Fi- Williams.
The modern commodious buildMurray. as Malject. Bids will be submitted in the exhibition with Houser performing Loten Putrmm.
Friends and relatives who have delity .League which Mr. Gough is
Hosiery Mill, J. W. Egolf, ing, erected through the contribuMurray
colm; Roy Darnell, Clinton, as
next few days for contract of the on the motlind.
•
general manager, said today, ex- tions of the Murray citizenry, loved ones buried at Mt. Carmel founder.
The Cairo aggregation is a fast Donalbain; Leen Burkeen, Almo,
A. E. Webb,1, 53. Dies
work.
houses- a complete array of ma- graveyard don't forget our yearly
would
this
number
that
and
plaining
Barlow.
Wallis.
Cario,
Hawthoronet
the
in
leader
a
surteam,
Suddenly of Heart Attack
SaturThis project will completely
held
be
will
which
meeting
Maknitting
cljjnery, including
Fulgham, as be increased shortly.
to furn- Thurman 'Mauls,
round the Murray College cam- league. and will be able
chines, box makers, dye-house. day, July' 27, from 9 o'clock to 12
Murray,
Thacker,
Alton
Red
murderers;
Holland's
Manager...„
ish
Anderson E. Webb. age 53. 'died
After a -temporary cessation of -furnace. cooling devices, pressing 12 a. m.
pus with hard surface.
Birds stiff competitiops for the as MacDtiff; Edward Freeman, Calsuddenly Wednesday. July 8. at
. Registration of attendance, rethe Hosiery Mill is now equipment, etc.
activities.
ShelSamuel
Lennox;
.
Ss
vert City,
whole 14 innings.
GRAVEYARD CLEANING
e-liome of, his son-in-law. W. A.
thThe addition to the mill was con- port of committee, and suggestions
by,- Hickman, as Macbeth: and humming with renewed activity.
Second Lieut. Paul F. -Cullen, Clark, five miles west of Murray.
on regulations and up keep will
Chamber
Murray
by
the
structed
payroll
the
expects
Mr.
Egolf
and
y,
Murra
Katherine Bondurant.
PRESBYTERIAN SERVICES
who has been astistant to Captain of head attack. He is survived by
All parties Interested in'the-Razthe guarantee be included in the program.
Lucille McGehee, Cayce, and Fran- to mount soon to approxitriately of Commerce with
R. E. Smith at Camp Murray for two-.'daughters; Mrs. Verbie Clark,
contributions
sell graveyard are requested to be
send
your
or
Bring
less
than
not
of
payroll
a
that
emOver
200
92000 per week.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m. ces Stovall,' Kuttawa, as witches.
past year. has been given an of the county and Mrs. Mary a..there the last Saturday, July 25.
to the committee.
Profegsbr Mellen, director of the ployees are now working io two 9600,000 would be paid out within
in ihe Regular Arrny Vancocker.'"Witchau. Kan.; one son.
Come'prepared to do your part in Preaching at 11 a. m. by the Rev.
appointment
attend
usually
crowds
Large
years.
production, will play the part of,. shifts, and it is entirely possible 10
Vernon Robinson.
Cleaning of yard.
Mr. Egolf has been promoted, these annual affairs. Be present. and reported to the 10th Infantry Chester'Webb. Mayfield. one sister.
be done in
may
work
the
that
Actors;
Duncan.
-and
Doctor
the
services
be
each
will
SunThere
at Fort'Thomas last Thursday. He Mrs. Etha McNatt, Fulton: and one
Bro. David Thompson will hold
Elmus Carson. Headly Swift.
from assistant manager to general •
rding to Professor Mellen will three shirts in the,bear future.
is a netiye of Maysville, Kentucky. brother, L. A. We, Newport, Ark.
preaching services -at 11 o'clock. "day for the remainder'ofthe.
Ballet Dunn, Committee
Chain- Manager.
the
of
efforts
the
Through
'Costume.
Shakespearian
in
be
mer.
R. L. Hughes, COmtnittee

YOUNG DEMOS WILL
AID REGISTRATION

:RED
IMES

tery

now

MRS. DARNELL IS
CALLED BY DEATH

LEAD AT ST IKE IN
TONIGHT'S GAMES

010

Olive Boulevard to
Have Asphalt Top

Your Business

State Income Tax
Levies Announced

Jurors Drawn For
August Term Court

The Weather

County Schools To
Begin Typhoid Shots

County Clerks To
Aid Age Pensions

lig11, City Pottery
"-Display on Main St.

HONOR ROLL

To Plajt Cairo, Ill.,
Double Header, Fri.

Hosiery Mill Making 12,000
Pairs a Day; 200 Employed

,
To Pave Road
to Five Points

J. W. Egolf Is Now
General Manager
of Factory

Lieut. Cullen Given
Regular Army Post
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a' Ray.

-Paschall Kelm" JO*
-------*Relatives and intimate itriends in- 48th bistbday:
Chester Todd,
Banks, Mrs.
Thomas
Mrs.
/Livia Ray, Bill
?army',
Wallis.
was
Lassi- Laverne
dinner
Walter
l
Mrs,
delightfu
Kirk.
Beale,
Kate
t
Bettie
very
Mrs.
lierschei
MIA
A
Suggs, Eldridge Swift, VirJohn eluded were
Mrs.
and
Jones,
Horace
Mrs.. A. B.' Ausen, Mrs.
Garnett
rth.
Miss
Butterwo
D.
Mrs. A.
ter. Miss Ruth Houston. Mrs. Ed
at the noon hour.
Corn.
gil Jarvis, Iris Miles. Rosell Kemp,
Virginia Hay, Mrs. „Wilbert Out- Farmer.
,
• ..
Filbeck.
i edype
at
ackKerMlis
15.4lle.
rst.e-.1
P
rM
CaP
liass
liFeele
present were Mr. and Mrs. ssSii Crittendors Ruth Parrish,
four
and
s
Those
member
two
TwentyLaurine Lassiter. „Mrs
Mrs.
land.
Claude
Thomas
Lassiter,
s ice Albert Lassiter, Mrs. J. P.
Miss Virginia Hay. Mrs.
Elizabeth Brent. Reba Crittendote,
Bob Ray, Mr. and Mrs.
A. A. U. W. Executives
Autrey Farmer, Mrs. Roy Fernier. guests enjoyed the deliciou
back lawn Mrs. R. L. Moore of San Antonio, Kemp and little son Charles. Mr. Lorene Suggs.
Red.dsn. Mrs. Ralph Churchill.
Committee- la-Fentertained
Mrs. Harry Broach. Mies Lucille course served in the
and
The guests
Mrs. Elliott Wear. mr§- John
and Mrs. Willie •. Crittendon
E. J. Beak Gives
Mildread Beale and after the program.
Mrs. Mary Mecoy Hall. presi- Farmer. Mrs. Herman Doren. Mrs. Wells. Miss
Mrs. Fonzo Hopkins, Mrs. Chas. twins, Helen Joyee and Howafyt
Mrs. Rue Beak. Miss Stella
were:
Registration! Voters must regis, aridge-Tea
guests.
honor
,
the
nentertai
Pardent of the A. As U. W..
Bailey Pitt. Mrs. A. D. ButterJones, Miss Kathryn Whitnell, Cain, Mrs. Clyde Brooks, Mrs. Royce, Mr. and Mrs. Graden
Mae
when they vote in the priter
a
at
beads
Dewey Jones, Mrs. Luther Jack- rish and .stuts.- Jimmy and Billie, mary, Saturday, August 1. There
Mrs. E. J. Beale entertained with ed the depart:Meld
worth.
and Mrs. Herbert Dintr. T. Meet
Chili
e
Magazin
Mrs.
and
the second of _a series of parties buffet supper..
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Lassiter
Misses !mid* and Emily Wear 1son, Mrs. Nelle Farmer,
Mrs. Prentice Glasgow. Mrs. Roy
be a Republican and DentoRussell children. Milton. Dean and Joett. will
Mrs.
Hicks,
Plans for the years work were Farmer. Mrs. Boyd Gilbert. Mrs.
abs is giving at her home, on
The MagAzine Club will reset will be liven to the August meet- Woodard
Eleatic deputy clerk at each polling
siiridisseci
_
ThUgsclay,afternoon.
Robert Jones. Maw Mecsy-ltroach. with Mrs. Price Doyle Titigghty jag,--WWUraldiaa--ZtanCeit sexton Chansv.....,,
•'30tins Atkins: Mrs. Jock. Bailey. place to do this weal•••• •
their Mrs. Garnett Jones, Mrs. Myrtle the 23rd at 3 o'clock.
sons
and
departments
leader.
The charming host, assisted by .The
Mr. and .Mrs. Bulon Bell and
1
and ,
Mrs. O. J. Jennings Has
la few intimate friends, greeted her chairmen are:
Wall, Mrs. Miller Robertson.
Baudry and ..Franklin, Mr.
Paul
Guests For Bridge
Hollo&IWO in the front hall and they
Lillian
Mrs. Eulas Bailey and sons,
Hale-Adams Wedding
Program -Miss
Miss. Margaret Campbell. Mrs. M. E. Leaguers Have Party
spent the hours pleasantly in the - well.
Thomas and Jesse. Mr. and Mrs.
Is Solemnised
Lassiter. Miss Estelle
Laurine
Mrs. 0. J. Jennings was host at
The Methodist Leaguers enjoyed
Beale.
Bailey and daughters, Milfirst floor rooms which were
Clayton
Lida
Mrs.
.
.
Robbins
Houston
Fellowship, Dr. Floy
dessert-bridge at her home Tues- Ben
swimming party at the Murray
a
Miss Laverne Hale.- daughter of a
Myrla
thrown together for the occasion.
anH Shirley, Mr. and Mrs.
Miss
Carter,
dred
.
P
Zelner
Mrs.
the first of a
Education. Dr. Frances Hicks.
Albert Hale. and Haf- day evening. _It_ was
on Tuesday evening.
Mrs.
pool
and
Mr.
Mrs.
pri`se
Suggs and daughters. Hilda
l,
the
Churchil
Luther
contract
of
Ronald
In the sank
Peck. Mrs.
is having durLegislation, Mrs. J. W. Carr.
The girls were hosts and made ford Admen son of Mr. and Mrs. series of parties she
Fay and Lillie B.
for high score went to Mrs_ Nat
months.
Hospitality--Miss Ruth Sexton. 0. A. Edmonds.
summer
-the
ing
unusual
and
the event attractive
Everett Adams. were quietly mar.
,
Ryan Hughes and fur low score to - Ways and Means-Mrs. John
Mr. and -Mrs-. Clifton McNeely
Mrs. Rey Stewart. Mrs. Jack with jack o' lanterns, pretty boxes ried Itiredasedey etataIng. July &
Mrs. Marshall Berry won high
Bell Enoch.
Miss
Mrs.
Jones.
Beale.
Mrs. Geo. Hart.
Anna
Desiree
Mrs.
Miss
Rowlett.
.
Kennedy
with picnic lunches for two, and by the Rey. J. M. Story, at his score, prize and Mrs. Bryan LangsMiss Etta Cochran, Mr. and Mrs.
Membership-Miss Roberta Whit- R. J Chance. Chickasha, Okla.. cold drinks.
Included were Mrs. W. H. Mason.
home. The only attendants were ton second high. Mrs. 0. T. Hale
B.
G.
Hopkins
Mrs.
R.
irman.
Nat
Walker.
Charlie Suggs and daughters, Mary
vice-cha
Mrs.
d
nah;
Mrs. Ben Davis,
Mrs. Durwoo
prize.
Hale.
guest
Glenn
the
and
received
Heitman
iene of being sigh.
ButPrentice
Chaperones were Mrs. A. D.
Robbie Nell, Ted Cole, The Ineonven
Hughes. Mrs. Miriam Holton. Mrs. Scott.
vile. Miss Evelyn Linn.
Included were Mrs. 0. T. Hale, Sue and
For the time being Mr. and Mrs.
Johnston, and
A.
It.
Mrs.
Vester
.
,
terworth
is reduced to 'if
Morrison
A.
glasses
Her-Mrs.
William
s
Mrs.
Out your
Hay and
International Relation
Miss Ruth Sexton.
Gordon Johnston, Mrs. 0. .k JenAdams are at the home of Mr. Mrs. Marshall Berry, Mrs. Nettie
Joe Lovett.
Bud Kemp..
Todd,
.
Ben
and
M. Wolfson. .
you
bring theml
schel Corn. Mrs. James Daffin. Mrs.
,Mrs.
nings, Mrs. Joe Ryan.
when
Tex.,
,
m
Mrs.
Brenham
and
minimu
Fisher of
Present were Martha Belle Hood. Adams' parents, Mr.
Publicity-Miss Evelyn Linn.
Panama City, kiss, Mrs. Joe Lovett,
Mr. Adams is a Nat Ryan Hughes, Mrs. Ben Davis,
Mrs. Marshall BeAry. Miss Anna
Adams.
SherEverett
replaceexpert
Marion
speedy,
for
Putnam,
•••• •
here
Louise
Miss Mavis Hamilton, Detroit. Miss
the U-Tote-Em Mrs. Miriam Holton, Mrs. Gordon
Diltz Holton. Miss Juliet Holton,
borough. Eleanor Hire, Doris Jane valued employe of
repairs.
Luck
.
and
Pat
Snook.
Rare
ments
Deltas
s‘isanne
Johnston.
Mrs. 13. H. Stress, Miss LuLa Clay,
Aycock, Clara Louise Doran, Jean Grocery Company.
Leasbeas Os Thers4s7
You Need a Laxative
Mrs. D. H. Slress, Mrs. Bryan
ton Beale, Mrs. Vernon StubbleThe young people have many
Doran.
Jack
Mrs.
And
Beale
Desiree
,
Miss
Edineeds
it
D.
and
0.
Mrs.
health
,
them
Langston
wish
who
field Jr.. Mrs Carlisle Cutchin
pot
friends
Rhodes.
had
JOE T. PARKER
Because of the refreshing relief
Jane Hale, Sarah Ruth
The Delta Department
Kennedy Have Three Parties
Mrs. Chas. Hire, Miss Margaret has brought them, thousands of men
Etre Herbert Drennon.
of
Charlene Hartsfield. Joan Butter- happiness.
luck luncheon at the new home
,
Campbell, Mrs. Rue Beale. Miss end women, who could afford much
Optometrist
Mrs. W. Z. Carter, Mrs. Herman Mrs. Foreman Grah.ani.
Miss Desiree Beale and Mrs. Jack worth. Mary Jo Pentecost, Patsy
Anna Diltz Holton, Mrs. Wells =are expensive laxatives, use BlackDoran, Miss Elizabeth Lovett. Mess
very
Lamb-Tracy Wedding
The committee who made piens Kennedy had three lovely parties Parker. Dan Hutson.
is
Draught when needed. It
Purdorn. Miss Naomi Maple.
Lucile Thornton.' Mrs. John Ryan. for this lovely occasion was com- the past wee'k as the first group of
Announced
Wells Lovett. Oliver Hood, Gareconomical, purely vegetable, highly
,
• .1 • 0
,
Mrs. John Rowlett. •Mia.ltdb posed of Miss Desiree RealeTlift4 a seties they are givihg this sum- nett Jones, John Daniel Lovett.
effective.... Mr. J. Lester Roberson
anLamb
Mr. and Mrs. Gus
Mrs. Charlie Suggs Honored
hardware stealer at MarMason, Miss Frances Sexton.
Herschel Corn. Mrs. A. B. Aus4 mer.
•
Dan Johnston, Dickie Hoed,. Bilist
known
well
their
can
marriage of
nounce the
.
Mrs. W. Z.
With Dinner
tine/me Va., write.' -I certainly
,
They were honoring Mrs. R. J. Scott_
• sp!endld
glILSZ-Ruth Sexton. Mrs. R. H. tin. Mrs, Harry Broach.
Illeaconwerd Illack-Dreuaht as oon.tIpatI
, Genellis to Walter Tracy,
on ,
.Churchill. Chance of Chickasha. Okra., Mrs.
Billy Rosa, Junior Davis, Richer daughter
I have taken It for
Ill•dietne.
HOod, Mrs. Jack Kennedy. Miss Carter. Mrs. Ronald
at
gathered
s and friends
Rev.
The
Relative
and nava I
o'clock.
follow,
2
at
1
Mina
July
on
a...Hop
ille.
Morris
daS
Mrs.
John
Hopkinsv
and tti.
Mason. Alan Pool.
thsrsisisd Walker of
Deatree Beale. Mrs. Bryan Langs- Mrs. Foreman Graham.
Charlie
ry."
found it vary eatiztacto
Sam P. Martin read the impressive the home Of Mr. and Mrs.
,
Ky.. and Mrs. James Daffin of Futrell. • James Lewis Johnson,
honor
ton, Miss Anna Belle Hart, Miss Hart. Mrs.- Wilbert Outland
ceremony before the. attendants, Suggs Sunday, July 12. to
n.-•
Robertso
Fla.
Stewart.
City.
Roy
Frazee.
Jimmie
PaliZia.
Karl
Mrs.
,
her
Mary Williams
• • •••
Mr. Gus Lamb. Miss Ha Lafflb, Ind Mrs. Suggs with a dinner oh
Each member invited oue guese , On Thursday evening their guests
Mrs. Wilbert Outland. Mrs. Ted
Kuykendall.
Ray
.
served
of
Guests
home
-was
menu
the
e
Dinner
at
Have
elaborat
contract
An
Mrs.
Lowrys
enjoyed
Sanford. Mrs. Robert Holland.
The bride was attractively att rec-/ Mrs. Jack Kennedy: Friday afterPretsbad-Mrs.. C.S, Lowry were
G. B. Scott, Mrs. Geo. Hart,..Miss buffet style in the basemen
in navy blue crepe with
tired
their
a
those
at
rds
with
party
Afterwa
ned
dinner
roorp.
a
entertai
at
hosts
noon they
Naomi Maple. Mrs. Frank Albert reation
accessories.
white
celein
Thea_played
and
evening,
Caditol
y
knitted
the
d
home, Thursda
theatre party at
Stujsblefield. Miss Teonie Breck- who remaine
The bridesmaid. Miss Ha Lamb.
monopoly.
tre and had the guests in the bration of the birthday of their
=ridge.
sister of the bride, was beautifully
Present were Miss Frances Sex- Resale ...home afterwards; again on little daughter. Ann Lowry.
Mrs. Eubert •Paiker. Mrs. M.
Miss Kath- Saturday morning a- group of othand Mrs. A. dressed in pale yellow with white
Dr.
Steck,,
were
Graves
Mre
tem,
DtirMrsC4014111- Mkt- Chance.
,
hos- M. Wolfson, Nancy Dolly Wolf- accessories.
wood Walker. Mrs H. T Waldrop. erihe WhancS! Mrs Will Whitnell ers delighted in the gracious
Mrs. Tracy is very popular in
pitality of the Beale home sew- son. Mr, and Mrs. John Rowlett.
Murray and Calloway county. She
ing and eating watermelon on the Billy Rowlett
student of Murray High
Prof. and Mrs. A. F. Yancey. was a
spacious verandas.
having taken all her studies
School,
G.
M.
ThursMrs,
list
and
Dr.
guest
the
Yancey.
in
Betty
Included
in this school.
day were Mrs. Durwood Walker, Carman, Sam Elliott.
Mr. Tracy is the son of Mrs.
• • • ••
James
Mrs.Mrs. R. J. Chance.
Tracy. of Eubanks. Ky. He
Walter
Mrs.
Stitch And Chatter Club
Daffin. Mrs. Laverne Wallis;
'workingat the Highland
now
is
Meets
Ed Diugeid Jr.
SPECIAL PURCHASE
Body Shop in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mrs. E. J. Beale. Miss Margaret
Club met -After 4he ceremony they returnO. •j: JennIngS; -The-Stitch- and Chatter
Campbell.'
Mrs. • Tommie Lavender at ed to the home of the bride's
•
Mrs. Marshall Berry, Mrs. Jack with
• -^
on South Ninth street. parents on South Twelfth street,
home
her
TROUSERS
Beale.
ODD
MEN'S
of
congratto
and
gathered
Sewing
friends
9.
where
y. July
Thursda
t
Margare
Miss
Beale.
Rue
Mrs.
We mean it when„.w.e say
tion was enjoyed during uate them.
Graves. Mrs, G.. B. Scott. Mrs. Nat conversa
afternoon the couple
late
the
meet.
In
evening
are the greatest valthe
these
Ryan. Mrs. Roy Stewart.
Cincinnati.
A delicious' refreshment course left for their home in
ues we ever offered in men's
Mrs. Geo. Hart, Miss Anna Diltz
•
•
SS
•
served to Mrs. Claude Miller.
extra trousers.
lioltons:Mr4.--111. J. Carter, Miss was
Registration! Voters must regisMrs. Desiree Fair, Mrs. Thomas
Berne Manor. Mis. D. H. Siress.
in the privote
Mrs.
they
Jeffrey.
when
ter
Values that sold to $1.75
Glen
Mrs.
Bell.
Friday guests. were Mrs. A. F.
Shelton, Mrs. Charlie Hale, mary. Saturday, August 1. There
Yancey. Mrs. Joe Lovett. Mrs. Bryan
Mts. will be .a Republican and DemoRobinson.
'Talmage
Wells Pureloni. Mrs. Herschel Mrs.
Tolley. Mrs. Goldie Orr. cratic deputy clerk at each polling
Bryan
L.
T.
Mrt.
Austin.
B.
A.
Mrs.
Corn.
Miss Mildred Oliver. Mrs. Lester place to de this work.
Barnes of Tampa. Fla. Trousers that brought up to
•
prr
-WA..
--Mini
will be with Mesdames Elliott. Hale, And
meeting
$2.50
iit
The
JohnMecoy Hail. Miss Msyrelle
Lassiter Entertain
Talmage Robinson. at her
son. Miss Bettie Beale. Miss 'Eappie Mrs.
_ "._ Mime on South Tenth street, ThursBeak and the honor guests.
Mrs. Neva Waters was honored
July 23e,
-,es Sexton. Miss Ruth Sexton, Miss days
with a surprise shower, Tuesday
Lula Clayton Beale. Mrs. -Gingka
afternoon, at the home of Mrs.
Belle Hays Circle
Wallis. Mrs. D. H. Siress. Miss Mettle
Henry- Elliott. Hosts were Mrs.
This One for Mr. Ripley
Meets
FsteltelHouston. Mrs. Graves Sledd.
Elliott, Mrs. Chas. Hale, and Mrs.
Mrs. Robert Jones. Mrs. Myrtle
MnS. Roy Partner and Mrs. Gar- Albert Lassiter.
Full-fashioned, three-thread sheer
Lassiter gave a
Mrs. Frances Watson, Mrs. nett Jones entertained the Mettle
Walls
Mrs. Albert
1879:—
§
SINCE
BERRY BROS. PAINT
Farmer.
John
Mrs. Elliott
Arthur Farmer. Mrs:
Belle Bays circle of the Methodist scripture reading and
Master Lee
Mrs. Ronald Churchill.
Missionary Society Monday even- made a beautiful talk.
Mrs.. John Whitnell. Mrs. Herman ing at the home of Mrs. Farmer. Hopkins arrived - with a load of
A genuine extra
ISoran.,Mrs. Foreman Graham. Miss
After a short business session; lovely gifts.
Catheriii6--Whitnen Miss Bettie over which Mrs. Jones presided,
The guests were then invited to
SODAS
DRUGS
i Beale. Miss Cappie Beale. Mrs. Miss Ruth Sexton had charge of the lawn where contests and rethe interesting program which was freshments were served.
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Jewelry Store

BLACK-D RAU G HT1

Great Values To Clear Spaec
For

a

frs

REMODELING

Paint for Future
Protection

I

SALE

Berry Bros. Paint protects against, wind.
sun, rain, and
wear.

98c

LIQUID GRANITE
the million-step Hoot
varnish, 4-hour drying. .. for hard
wear and best
looks
/

r-iy,"

$1.49

-Believe It or Not-

IERY
SILK HOSspecial
value

Dale& Stubblefield

as follows:
Subject: Migslorfary Work in our
Schools.
- Song: "A Charge to Keep."
Devotional: Miss Ruth Sexton.
Vocal Trio. "Take Time' to Be
Holy'', Miss Lula Clayton Beak,
entainnt of poor nourishment,
al pains
Mrs. Gingles Wallis, and Mrs. may 11/1111111n suffer function
thel
Walter Boone.'
el:ea= lair
Pis
14
pod
tam
Miss
Narrative on Tegetherness,
g hes brought •od
to paPatal the atm of
Frances Sexton.
Wat. Ms TOMS. Of
with
Ewha College in Korea, Mies Loonalk, La-. writes* '1 vas eafferlog
I had quite • lot of "do
irregular
mad
Ruth Weaks.
Card*
took
Mash made m• nervous I
k
yery w57. Mar
eg
Inpi.
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Itta
Play, "Bible Teacher's Training
tilS p&15.
Nanking",
School in
my ner•ea making my healta IMO
c•rthd doss not tootat
Miss Kathleen Patterson, Miss
physician.
Robertson, Mrs. Roy You (owlet •
Dorothy

Women ilk

Have Pains
Try CARDUI Next lime!

:F H--A'

MEANS
THAT UNCLE SAM
WILL ASSIST
; HOME
OWNERS

StXtr.et:2

characters..

IN BUILDING OR REMODELING THEIR OWN

4/

Always the same good
etude;the same full body
Always the same genuine mellowness.. Lovers
of good beer appreciate
this uniformity oplavor
found in Cook s.

HOMES

.44

Order a clue today!

Cook'i Goldblume Co.
C. P. Creedle. Prop.
Fifth and Clay Sts.. Paducah
F. M. Perdue, Local Dist-

4

Remodeling Sale of
Ladies

SANDALS

HATS

to close out and make room for
our remodeling which starts
Monday. A thrilling event
that includes many of the popular models of the season. The
last word in foot flatter-y and
smart comfort. Come in early
for the best selection. To close
out—regular $1.98 values----

Spring and---Summer
hats in a great varieety 'of "models, all
popular and with
months of wear left
seain them
son. Seeing is appreciating. Values to
$1.98-

49c

Men's WHITE OXFORDS 10c Heavy Weight Brown CHILDREN'S DRESSES
made of good quality lea- DOMESTIC. 5 yards for in prints and solid colors.
Sizes 2 to 8, each
ther, Goodyear welt oak
bend soles. All new styles
—$2.98 and $3.50 values

35c

$2.49

Limit of 10 yards to a
customer

25c

Washington Dee Cee OVMen—Made
Ladies' PRINT DRESSES ERALLS for
of
220 weight
best
DRESS
'grade
r
Ladies' Summe
—Made of fast colored
in
ES—Eyelet batiste, or- print, sizes up to 44, each denim. They come
blue, wwhite and express
gandies, silks, etc. $1.98
stripe—
to $2.98 values—

$1.39

35c

or THREE for $1.00

NA T

SEE

•

LADIES' SUMMER

$1.10

SPECIAL CLOSE-OUT to Remodel Prices on many
other items, including Ladies' Ready to Wear.

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION

.•

49c

You have to see these hose to really appreCiate
this remarkable value

98c
Uniform FlaVoil

^

-1 •

Peoples Savings Bank

N A I-

STORES CORP.
AN All fRAIN BEER NATIRALLY AGES

Murray, Kentucky ,
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It }ou have visitors of whom
your are not aadianted, plata.
report them for this column.
Miss Eron Flippo spent this week
in Paducah as the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. Royster Scutt.
Mr. and Mrs. Hunter Love spent
July -6, 7- arid 8th at•MeMinnvilW.
Tenn., at a reunion of former students of the Southern School of
a
Photography. They enjoyed
namber of demonstrations and leees on "photography and gained
e new ideas which they hope
to use in their studio here. Jack Kennedy has received an
appointment in the State 'Alcoholic
Control department and assumed
his _duties last week.
Mrs. Rex Lashlee of College
Station, who had recently undergene a minor operation at the
Clinic Hospital was discharged
Tuesday

i

Tailored to Measure Work Uniforms. Charles Ryan at Ryan's.
Charley Crawford has formed a
connection with the Home Comfort
Range Co., St. Louis, and started
work in Henry county Monday.
Mr. pi Mrs. Lamar Taylor, Armai, Louisiana. were guests of
Mrs. Taylor's sister, Mrs. Hall
Hood, and family last week-end.
Mr. and Mrs. Taylor were enroute
to Canada on a motor trip.
Mrs. Carl B. Kingins hqs returned from Newton, Kansas, after a
three weeks visit with her sister.
Mrs. F. L. Logan.
Mrs. C. I. Morton and daughter,
Miss Loretta Morton, have returned
to their home in Oklahoma City,
Okla., after a two weeks visit with
their mother and grandmother,
Mrs. L. L. Hubbs, and other relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. A. 0. Erwin and
children. Jean and Herbie. have
returned to their home in Detroit,
Mich., after spending their vacation with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Erwin and Mr. and
Mrs. Otva Clark. They also visited
the Texas Centennial -while On

More mEN'and viromtN to

SERVE

You

TWELVE HUNDRED

additional people were put
in 1915,
to work by the Southern Bell Telephone Company
the
to care for the increased public demand fur service and
resultant growth.,of the business.
This was an increase of 8.12 per cent, and brought the
you with good
total number of men and women who provide
telephone senice in the South to 17,000.
dollars,
Their payroll was nineteen and owe-third million
.
most of which was spent in their home communities
devote their
Through 936 central offices in nine states, they
service
thought and effort to give you the best possible telephone
provide.
can
training
and
that skill
6 worth of
They planne&and placed in service $12,428,90
. it-serv'ke•demands,
additional telephone "plate in 1935 to tie
and this year it will expand even more.
$6,505,000 from
Taxes, in 1935, required a record sum of
and municipal
county
state,
federal,
by
company
-; the telephone
1936.
agencies. This figure, too, will be exceeded in
weather
Guiding these telephone folks at all times, in fair
storms, is their expressed
or
floods
tire,
as
such
emergencies
in
or
at the lowest
objective: to give the public the best possible service
the business.
cost consistent with the financial safety of

Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph Company
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appendicitis at the Mason Mem- Misses Nelle Hogan, Amelia Holdthe proud parents of a baby girl, Tampa. Fla., are visiting Mr. and for
Hospital, is rapidly improv- er, Marolyn Mandel and Ann
orial
Mrs.
Key.
Dorothy Jean, born Thursday. July
Thompson, of Paris, Tenn. They
Jim Ed Diuguid, Pogue Outland ing. He was in the hospiral
9.
The Scouts wen on an overat the Murgledd returned Sunday one week and in the home of his enjoyed a swim party
and
Harry
Murray,
North
night hike about two weeks ago.
C. C. Phillips.
afternoon.
in
the
Pool
beFox,
one
ray
week
Ira
Mrs.
aunt,
from Prattville. Ala., after a week
The hike was enjoyed by all. They
county road and bridge commisMr7 and Mrs. T. 0. Turner were
end visit in the Hinton home. Miss fore going to the - home of his
had' a council fire and games and
sioner, is confined to his room this
Mrs.
Frank
and
s,
Mr.
in Cerulean Tuesday attending the
Barbara Diuguid and Miss Madge grandparent
passed their cooking tests.
some
week on account of another high
of
the
side
east
funeral services for Mr. Turner's
Patterson remained for a longer Willoughby of the
blood pressure attack.
the Assistant ScoutRecently
county.
visit.
sister. Mrs. Cortise Warren.
master has been teaching them lifeMrs. Penn Roberts. and daughMr. and Mrs. Clifford - Melugin
Oak,
Fla.,
Mrs. C. B. Henry and son RayJoe Baker left for Live
and
ters, Mary Elizabeth and Jane, 'and Miss Jane Melugin have had ford
after Wednesday night to attend the saving, swimming, first-aid,
Saturday
returned
.have returned from Memphis after as guests in their home at different spending a week with Mr. and bedside of his mother, Mrs. W. W. map-making and many Scouts are
e week's visit with relatives and times during the past week Misses Mrs. S. W. McCutcheon of Evans- Baker, who is at the point of preparing to pass these teats.
Rudolph Colson. Scribe
friends.
Betty and Carol Armstrong of ville, Ind.
death. She is with her daughter,
Ice Cream supper at Jake Dusan's Jackson. Tenn.; and Mrs. J. L.
Ted Bucy of Evansville, Ind, is Mrs. G. G. Walton, of that city.
July 18 on New Providence Road. rriltie and Jimmie Diffie of -Jack- in a hospital there suffering with
Three hrindred- dairy-CoWS -Were
Miss Martha Lou Lassiter has son. _
Several Warren county farmers taken into Montgomery county fola broken arm.
If you are In the market for an
gone to Nashville to enter George
lowing the establishment of if milk
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Adams of are planning to use trench silos
Peabody College for Teachers after Electric Regrigerater it will pay
plant.
this year.
birth
the
announce
Grove
Brown's
spending a few days with her you to see what we have to offer.
named
have.
They
girl.
baby
a
of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elbert Lassi- We handle the Kelvinator, the oldAV/ ////////////////,
the baby Bobbie Joan.
4.
ter, South Fifth street. She will est on the market. Sexton Bros.
Monstart
will
Johnson
Harvey
deA.
M.
Co.
Ildw.
an
on
pursue credit
on the construction of a fivegree. Miss Lassiter has been conRegistration! Voters must regis- day
and
Rouge,
nected with the Arkansas State ter when they vote in the pri- room frame home with bath
Joe Clark has returned from College at Jonesborough. 'Ark., the mary, Saturday,'August 1. There basement on South Sixth street.
Albany, Okla., where he visited his past school year and will return will be a Republican and Demo- Mr. Johnson recently purchased a
sister, Mrs. Bettie Miller.
there to resume her duties Sep- eratic deputy clerk at each polling lot from Jesse Wallis.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. D. Street and tember I.
Wells flurdom and Lloyd Allplace to do this work.
little son, Birmingham. Alabama,
Registration! Voters must regisdaughter, britten are business visitors in
and
Mecoy
J.
W.
Mrs.
spent a few days here last - week ter when they vote In the pH.
Mrs. Mary Mecoy Hall have pur- Louisville today.
visiting relatives, and .friernds. Mrs. mar)', Saturday, August I. There
Mrs. R. L. Moore of San Anchased the Orogen home on North
Street was Miss Dollie Curd before Will be a Republican and Demoand after redecora- tonia, Texas., is the guest of her
street
Fourth
her marriage.
cratic deputy clerk at each polling ting it will make their home sister, Mrs. J. P. Lassiter.
Registration: Voters must regis- place to do this work.
Dr. and Mrs. M. W. Moores and
there.
ter when they vote in the priRudean Neale, daughter of Mr.
family of Nashville have concluded
very
remains
Hart
Lina
Mrs.
There
1.
August
mary. Saturday.
and Mrs. Lennon Neale of Murray,
a short visit here.
will be a Republican and Demo- recently underwent an appendec- ill a: her home east of town.
- Belly Don voiles, batistes In the
Chambers
J.
0.
and
Mr.
Mrs.
cratic deputy clerk at each polling tomy at the Keys-Houston Clinic
summer's best styles. Regal Dress
M.
J.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
and daughters,
place to de this work.
Hospital.
Shoppe.
the week end in
Mr. and Mrs. Eubert Parker and
The Rev. Sam P. Martin was a Story spent
J. D. Overby was admitted to the
visitdaughters, Ringgold, Louisiana, ar- visitor n Nashville the first of Macon and. Oakland, Tenn.,
n Clinic _Wednesday
KeYs-Housto
ing Mrs. Story's and Mr. Ch
rived last Friday for a 10 days \lift the week.
for treatment. Overby
1- afternoon
and
their
two
sisters
bers'
was
who
with Mr. Parker's father, Burgess
Lassiter.
Jesse Wells.
was' overcome by the heat while
Parker, Sr., and brothers, &And Mrs. painfully injured when he fell lies.
working on the steel structure of
Matched Shirt and Pant Work
Parker's sister, Mrs. R. H.'Hood, from a scaffold on East Maple
the Carr Health Building.
Ryan's.
at
Suits.
Rysui('has.
born
was
Parker
Mr.
breaking
and family.
street four weeks ago,
Registration! Voters must regisBill Egoff was treated at the
arid reered in Murray and has both bones in his left erm and sufter when they vote In the priweek
day
this
one
Hospital
glad
Clinic
always
many ffiends who are
fering painful back injuries, was
mary, Saturday. August 1. There
for a lacerated hand.
to see him and his family.
able to be out last Saturday.
will be a Republican and DemoLee
Whitnell
Naomi
Miss
Little
Mrs. Bonnie Houston, daughter,
Carl Hendricks, -who -suffered a
cratic deputy clerk at each polling
the
past
Zane. and son, John D. who moved back injury while working at the has been ill of tonsilitis
place to do this work.
to Florida last year have moved to college several weeks ago, is mak- several days:
Miss Nellie May Wyman, her
R. A. (Dick) Shell. employe of
Orlando and are now located at ing slow improvement.
house guests Miss Laura Mae FishCo.,
Oil
Purchase
Jackson
the
Penn.,
111 E. Robinson Ave. Mrs. HousPittsburgh,
C. R. Bradley,
er and Miss Rebecca Jean Fisher,
ton writes that it has not been ex- 'ten of Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Bradley. sprained his back last week and Mrs Cleo Hester, Bobbie Hester,
for
his
bed
to
has
confined
been
sumthis
Forlida
in
hot
after
home
cessively
has returned to his
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Patterson
several days.
mer.
a week's visit.and Mrs. Annie Lowe of Mayfield
RobertC.
K.
E.
and
Wyatt
E.
W.
who
Murray,
of
Robert Wallace
Unlon-Alls. Summer weight. Zipspent the week end at Shelby Lake
had been receiving treatment at per or Button. Chas. Ryan at son were visitors in Frankfort the near Bandana.
of
the
week.
first
the Clinic Hospital was discharged Ryan's.
Mrs. Nettie Fisher of Brenham,
County Attorney and Mrs. Hall
July 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Bradley,
Tex., is visiting her daughter. Mrs.
Nelly Don wrap around dresses Evansville, Ind., visited their par- Hood were visitors in Lexington Nat Ryan
Mr.
Hughes. and
In cool, summer patterns. Regal ents, Mr. and Mrs. Melus Linn and Louisville Sunday and Mon- Hughes.
day.
Bradley,
Dress Shoppe.
H.
C.
and Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. T. Hale of
Rollins Sheer knee length hosMr. and Mrs. W. W. Pigue. and !eat week.
Sarasota,. Fla., ,are guests of relaShoppe.
Dress
Regal
iery.
PennsylPittsburgh.
James.
of
son,
Mr. and Mrs. Beet- Jetton
tives in the city.
Mrs. G. M. Parham and baby of
vania, visited their son and broth- Murray announce the birth of a
Prof. Leslie R. Putnam will sing
will
return
Mo.,
St.
Louis,
East
Ledger
the
of
er. Paul, a member
baby girl born July 13.
from the KOA radio station, Denthe
week
of
the
last
her
home
to
& Times staff last week. Mr. Pigue
Miss Lellie Edwards returned to
ver, Colo., Sunday afternoon. July
is Eastern advertising representa- Evansville Monday, after spending after a 10 days visit in the home 19,. from 5- to 5:15 Central Standtive for the Gulf Publishing Co.
two weeks with her parents, Mrs of her parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. A. ard Time.
Excerpt from an editorial appearing in the Caldwell
Bucy of near Midway. Mrs. ParRobert Rowland,' a member of and Mrs. R. L. Edwards.
Dr. F. B. Crawford, Dentist, First
County Times, July 9, 1936
The 'Ledger & Times staff underMr. and Mrs. Clifford Melugin ham's uncle. Ross A, Smith, who Natl. Bank Bldg. TeL 1924.
If
went an operation on his nose at and Miss Jane Melugin left today was called here on account of the
Mrs. Frank Holcomb, West Main,
Saturday to camp on Tumbling Creek in illness of his son. Harmon Smith, had
hospital
Mayfield
a
as her guest today, Miss Thar
will accompany her to her home,
144
Z
1
morning ,and is convalescing this Tennessee.
'Let/21-1./z/L'alela./.F.d.Z(.16111.11.1%.41/11.42.1.ZWZILIZZ/Z
ressa Perri), Memphis .Tenn., and
Chicahis
in
work
to
reairn
of
then
native
a
is
week: - -Rowland
Miss Mayrelle Johnson -left WedMayfield;the sort of Mr. and Mrs.oiesday for the University of gO.
e
Ohver Hood was treated for a
Walter Rowland.
--to- study for several
at
hand
right
of
his
injury
minor
Miss Alice Gi Waters, who has weeks.
7 Per
- —
A
-visiting in Oklahoma, City,
Cent
Mr. and l'Aim.-D1-ek Reed of May- the -Keysstfouston Clinic Hospital
of ail pedesfor the past few weeks has return- field, are making their home here
Published by the Jackson
trian deaths, 8:
Mrs. iGabe Parham of East St.
ed home and is spending several temporarily. They are with Me.
Purchase Oil Company in the
lz per cent of
who has been visiting her
days" with -Mrs. Robert Gatlin on and Mrs. Will Ed Covington.,
interest of safer driving and
In e accidents,
the preservation of human
West Olive.
occurred b Leroy Dedham is visiting rela- parents, Mr. and , Mrs. C. A. Bucy
life.
pedescause
of Midway. is returning home the
Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Evans left tives in Texas.
ignored
trians
also
Friday for Detroit to visit their
Dr. and Mit Rainey T. Wells of latter part of the week. She
Is.
Whether it's a traffic, light,
daughter, Mrs. 0. H. Holland, arid Omaha, Neb:, will arrive the last visited other relatives and friends
stop sign or merely a
a
here.
exwhile
family, and son Cortez. They
of the week for a visit.
warning signal—STOP AND
Uniforms,
Work
Monogramed
pect to return with their son for
Mr. and Mrs. G. B. Scott had as
Chas. Ryan at
LISTEN. Drivers are only
his vacation.
houseguests for the week end Miss cosaplete line.
human. They watch as beat
Mrs. J. H. Thornton of Murray Dora Belle Baird of Barlow and Ryan's.
Ross A. Smith of Maywood. Ill.,
was admitted to the Keys-Houston Bill Swann.
they can but in addition to
Clinic Hospital July 9 for treatSummer hats reduced to your who was called to Murray to be
the duties of operating their
ment.
own price. -Regal Dress Shoppe. at the bedside of his son Harmon.
to a Itch
cars they have
latter
the
Illinois
to
returning
is
Provinear
of
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hunter. of
Dorothy Linville
traffic. Remember. pedesspending
after
week
the
of
part
the
2,
Keysannounce
Farmington, Route
dence, was treated at the
trians, that drivers often ASarrival of a son, Herman Eugene, Houston Clinic Hospital Monday two weeks in Murray and on the
SUME the road is clear when
east side of the county.
July 8.
for a fractured elbow.
Registration! Voters must registhe signals are set for them
Electric Fans, Electric Irons.
Mr. J. J. Rhodes of Wills Point.
Sexton Bros. Mdse. Co.
to GO. You may see the
Texas, has been the guest of Mrs. ter when they vote.-in the peiRegistration! Voters must regis- L. C. Rhodes and Mr. and Mrs. mary, Saturday, August 1. There
car that's coming but its
will be a Republican and Demoter when they vote in the pri- A. L. Rhodes and family.
driver may _NOT SEE VOL'
mary, Saturday, August 1. There
Kelly Rhodes, who has been cratic..depnly clerk at each polling
and is not apt to be looking
will be a Republican and Demo- spending his vacation at home, has place to do this work.
for ,.you when other essenHarmon Smith of near New Concratic deputy clerk at each polling .returned to Memphis.
tial things are occupying his.
an
operation
underwent
who
gord,
of
place to do this work.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Baines
attention.
Mr. and Mrs. Hafford Parker are

Boy Stout News

their trip.
Mrs. Richard Hutson of Detroit,
Mich., was discharged from the
Keys-Houston Clinic one day last
week.
John W. Overbey. graduate of
Murray State College, has accepted the position as a commercial
teacher in Murray State College
for the remainder of the summer
term.
The Almo Chapter of F. P. A.
will give an ice cream supper Saturday, July 18. The proceeds will
be used to partially finance a
trip to Mansql,pth Cave Park.
Mrs. Eura Seaford and daughter,
Loretta. have returned to Detroit
after a month's visit with relatives
here.
Miss Relma Ross has returned
home after visiting Clark Ross and
Mr., and Mrs. Fulton Ross of River

Time For a
Change!

"There are many reasons, in our
opinion, why there should be a change
in the Congressman from the First
District this year. One of the reasons
is that W. V. Gregory has been on the
public pay roll about 25 years. During this time he has been paid by the
taxpayers approximately $150,000.00
for his services.
"It seems to us that a man who
has been on the pay roll this long and
accumulated this amount of money should voluntarily retire in favor of
a young man."

No. 4 of a Safety
Series

Lags,

FOR

AND

BEAUTY

PROTECTION

WerleriAnast furniture polish

S-W Polish-ol
Use It on riff finest pieces with utmost confidence—its made by the largest vgrnish
manufacturer in the world—dries quickly
and polishes to a hard, finger
print-resisting finish, leaves ab- I
solutely no hirn.

25c size
with coupon obtainable aleur store.
One bottle to a custo.Iedapuea.
Handy for Odd Jobs

New Life for wells and ceilings

Utility Paint

S-W Flat-Tone

S-W Roof and Bridge Paint Fills
the bill for economy
ea
painting-'- sheds, roofs, C
fences, etc. Allotof paint'I*"
Gal.
for the money.

These velvety wall colors make
homey restful roome 16 non-fading
colors, washable and
long-wearing.

79C

Hot Weather Car
Service

S-W Floor Varnish
It's calls94_,Aar-not- and it lives
up to ittrfaittet Resists water, acids
Sid.39
and alcohol. May also
, be used for woodI Ot.
work and furniture.

Ono Pint

floor Wax
(S-W Flo-Wax)

and a lamb's wool
7 C
applicator
99c Vales for I
jijilipply —and let dry. No rubbing --no polishing necessary.
Your Out-doors Living Room Needs

and Deck Paint
Porch
-

Retains Its good looks longer. rasy
very
to clean and iscovers 404.10
durable. 1 qt.
Os.
WO It. area, one coat.

Its

North Fourth Street

It Pays To Insis Ou Quality

S-W
Flaxoap
made from 100% pure linseed oil,
for every cleaning fed. Won't
chap heeds.
Handy 5 pound Sher

99

PHILCO
84-B $22.50

For a limited rime only
Stop in today for YOUR copy of

The Home Decorator
40 pages of up-tothe-minute ideas, In
bill color. It's free.
Supply is limited so
GET YOURS NC5Wl

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER COMPXNY
Phone 323

Only Exchisive Paint and Wallpaper Store in Miltray

HEADQUARTERS

PAINT

SPEND A FEW SECONDS
BEING CAREFUL AND
SAVE YOUR LIFE

Where dis wear Is hardest use

Famous for
action!

•

7

7

'S-W Enameloid
• Quick drying
• Solid Covering
16brilliant colors
to pep up worn
pieces.pim

s Waravarawaraweemsessee

No one but Phiko—the radio
leader for seven consecutiveyears—could offer such a big
performing radio for so little
money! Come in and see it .
and the other glorious new 1937
Philcos that have just arrived.
And ask about the builiisi Philco
Foreign Taming Systent—a new
Philcr. sensation!
LI New Models

'AST MELDS!

JOHNSON-FAIN

30c
Sliced Bacon, lb.
2 lbs. 35c
Pure Pork Sausage
2 lbs. 35e-Veal Chops
to 15c
10c
Mutton Roast, lb.
15c to 20c
Lamb Roast, lb.
Meats,
Assorted Lunch
15c to 35c
sliced, lb.
35c
Brookfield Sausage, lb.-.
2c
1
. 12/
Pure Lard or Shortening, lb.
Armour's and Swift's Branded
25c
Beef Steak, any cut, lb.
32c
Dressed Friers, lb.

Murray Meat Market
Telephone' 1 2

We Deliver

More

non-skid mileage

... more total mileage
Extreme temperatures are
hard on your car. Insure efficient and economical operation by having us check the
oil, lubrication, battery waStart your trip
ter, tires and other essential
with a new
points to satisfactory operaset of
tion, both from the point of
economy and service.
GENERALS
This is the kind of weathallower your motor especially . Liberal trade-in
ance, low prices on
needs D-X Lubricating Mo- "the
quality" tire.
tor fuel., Only 19c a gallon
-now.

Every automobile servicebut major mechanical 'repairing AT ONE STOP.
Short trip or long trip, we'll
get your car 100 per cent
ready here.
-

THE NEW

GENERAL

Courteous, Complete Service Always

e-rvice Station
Super 5
_oF
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
MBA AT, MINTUOKY

SUIT NAM IIIPSENT

APPLIANCE CO.
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Mrs. F. Denham, Mrs. Edgar Out-I phi's. Tenn., was in Hazel last week
land, Mrs. Dumas Clanton, Mrs. as' the guest of Mrs. Daisy Taylor.
1 Mew Remora Xisseseldiai Tenini
Pedro Nub
Miran
_Hot. as it has beet; here, this
Mrs. W. E. Dick and Mrs. W. F. Peggy, Pat and Mary, of Nashville,
- Coniolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The count? and section of the state
Mrs. C. W. Denham Menered
Grubbs.
Tenn., are in Hazel this week vsitTunes Herald, October 20, 1926.
should be very grateful to Proviing Mrs. Peeler's father. H. I.
PubUslied by The Calloway County Publishing Co., Inc.
A number of friends atsd reladenie that-it—has not yet been
orth Fourth Street, Murray, Kentucky
Neely, and family.
Baptist W. U. Society Meets
visited by a disastrous drouth this tives gathered at the borne of Mrs.
The W. M. Society of the Hazel
Mr. and Mrs. F. Denham, Mr.
summer. 'We have had more than Bettie James and daughter, Miss
Editor two and a half inches of rainfall Lasbie James, complimenting Mrs. Baptist church met Tuesday afterJoe T. Lovett
and Mrs. D. N. White motored over
this mciiith while other parched C. W. Denhern with • shower if noon at 2 o'clock at the church to Lyna Grove Sunday afternoon
_sections have not gotten a drop. lovely gifts.
and held Its meeting.
to visit Mrs. Denham's . sister, Mrs.
The honoree received many ince
The topic .for the month was, Line Hart who is all at the home
. The wheat'-'crop this year was and usc
,..-ful gifts.
"Good News of Kingdom Pro- of her daughter, Mit Bun - CrawTIONAI. EDITORIAL sne
of the best in a couple of
ford.
gress,"
refreshments
were
served
Light
now are
Mrs. Bettie Clanton, son, Dumas
/ 93 5 decades and the prospects
on the lawn.
The meeting opened with the
for one of the best corn crops in
Those present were Mrs. Pun group singing "I Love to Tell the Clanton, Sam White and Jimmie
years. Shortages elsewhere indiWhite motored over to Missouri
Nix. Mrs. H.. 0. Brandon, Miss notary."
esC1111t1, 1/1,417.
cate that Calloway farmers Will
• s
Maude Walker, Mrs. W. H. Miller,
Bible study, "Wheat and Tares," last week end to see their .sister
get good prices for their products
Mrs. W. E. Wright, Mrs. Wilma Matt. 13:24-30, given by Mrs. Dick and aunt. Mrs. M. Flippo, who a
Entered at the Postoftice. Murray, Kentucky, as second class mail matter
this coming year.
ill. Mrs. Flippo fell a few days
Outland, Miss Eva Perry, Mrs. Miller.
ago and broke her hip.
Myrtle Osborn Mrs. H. I. Neely
Prayer, Mrs. Grace Wilson.
has been Murray's dutiful and efHere's hoping the new partnerand her visitor. Mrs. 0. L. Peeler,
Mrs. L. Morris of Puryear was
Those taking part on the pro- "licient servant and we are glad to eitip of Hitler and Mussolini isn't
Tenn.. Mrs.. Ira Morgan. gram were Mrs. Howard Lee. Mrs. a guest in the home- of her daughsee this beautiful building desig- as bad for the peace'for the world Nashville,
Misses Jewell and Lavern Hill, Robbie Milstead, Mrs. Dick Miller, ter, Mrs. R. M. Vance, a few' days
SS is a-.deserved an fitting trib- nated as his eternal monument_
as that of "Me- 4Jild Gott" about
lictra.- Orville -Jenkins, Mrs. Sallis Mrs. Frank Vaughn, Mrs. Ella last week.
twenty years ago.
ute to the monumental work of-St. John, Mrs. T. S. Herron, Misses Mayer. Mrs. Mary Turnbow, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Farley were
Doctor John Wesley Carr in estabMagdalene and Louise Lamb, Miss Grace Wilson and Mrs. Clayton.
here Sunday to visit their daughHeat is jabbing the Jotter.
Mildred 'Patterson, Mrs. J. E. LittleSong, "Come Women, Wide Pro- ter, Mrs. Orville Jenkins, and Mr.
liNing and building Murray State
ton, Mrs. E. L. Miller, Mrs. C. D. claim."
Jenkins,
College to nanie the new health
Paschall, Mrs, .17 R. .11iller, Mrs.
Short business session.
H. I. Neely, Leland Morris, and
building for Murray'S "Grand old
Joe
W. E. James and visitors, Mrs. Cary
Prayer, Mrs.'Frank Vaughn.
Allen Burton were in Union City,
Man".
This is particularly so
Carter. Union City. Tenn., Mrs.
Song.
Tenn., Friday on business.
because the health building is the
Benediction. .
Hoover shouldn't be cussed as a State Scheel Offers Advantages Lois Waterfield, Mrs. Will Jones,o
Miss Frances Henson, of Murray
, realization of one of Doctor Cerra
To Blind Children
Mrs. Grace Wilcox.
State College, spent Saturday and
fondest dreains for the institution false prophet so much; when he
Mrs. Eva ClIrd, Miss Marjorie
Mrs. Lena Henley left Wedneshe loves so deeply and has served predicted than there_ would be
The Kentucky' School for the Hankens, Mrs. Rafe Jones, MA day afternoon 'for Sapulpa, Okla., Sunday in Hazel as guest of Miss
grass growing in the streets of
so well.
Blind. Louisville.*'Ky_ - provides Myrtle- White, Miss Audry Rose. where she will spend her vacatiOn Anne Herron.
knots'
Dr. Will Mason, Mrs. C. H. Jones,
sear more than anyone else is American cities he didn't
for the visually handicapped chil- Mrs. Robbie Minstead, Miss Ann with her daughter, Mrs. Rex Miller,
a drouth
that
Roosevelt
would
put
credit
to
the
Doctor Carr entitled
dren of the State full educationar Herron, Mrs. J. W. Defiham, Miss and Mr. Miller. Mrs. Henley will Mrs. Amanda White, Mr. and Mrs.
'A. B. Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs. Leslie
fur
this ' magnificent structure on us to prevent it.
Opportunities from kindergarten Verna White. Mrs. Cordie Shrader, be gone two weeks.
Smith •Mr. and Mrs R. H Fal,well
which is now rising rapidly. He
through an accerdited high school. Mrs. Frances Steely and baby,
Mr. and Mrs. Bun Crawford of Sr.,. of Murray, attended the funerhad .thenpith. the energy and the
It doesn't seem to make much -. Bays and girls without sight or Ann, Mrs. Mary Turnbuw. MISS Lynn Grove were Hazel visitors
al services for Mrs. Artie Meador
tenacity to bring it into being difference who's in the United whose. sight is so defective as to Maude Walker,
WednesdaY afternoon.
Sunday afternoon at the Methodist
When most everyone else thought States Senate except in election prevent them from attending public
Miss Frances Curd. Mrs. Bradie
Ben Grogan of Murray was in
scliaols are admitted as pupils if White. Mrs. Bettie James, Miss • Hazel Wednesday afternoon on church.
it snaerely ,an idle'fancy.
year.
Miss Mary Sue Garrett of McTheshoard of regents has propercapable of education and in good , Libbie James and Mrs. Lottie Den- business.
Kenzie, Tenn., was the Sunday
health. Instruction is alsii given ham. Those sendng gifts were
ly and commendably recognized
Mrs.
Jennie
Overcast
of
Memor
to
drunk
alright to get
guest of Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White.
in vocal's:id -instrumental music,
not only his seryn*-;
this in- s It's
Louisville but dangerous
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Caldwell and
industrial. vocational . occepations
stance but _during all the years he deire in
to do them both at the same time. and physical training. a There is
Miss Vivo of Surnerville, Tenn.,
• s.s.s_ s •
were week end guests of Mrs.
no charge for Tuition. Board, LaunCaldwell's father, W. C. Osborn,
Efforts of a Louisville judge to dry or Books).
stop drunken driving, by slapping
Recent developments in the First also, that many Trigg voters will and family.
There - are separate schools for
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Fair of Mura fine and jail sentence. that can- white and colored children, some 'district' congressional race between support Philips because it was their
not be appealed, on thes-perpe; distance apart, each with its own" Congrensonan W. V. Gregory and 'colinty's vote which deprived him ray were in Hazel Sunday afteratars, might well be emulated staff of teachers.
•
Vo,A.
Phillips, Princeton, of a seat in the State senate last noon to ansit Mrs. Amanda Mason
everywhere else.
The State has endeavored to in rate that what a first glance year. after he had carried the and E. 0. Perry, and attended the
make these schools everything they appeared -to be, another breeze for other three counties of this dis- funeral services for Mrs.saleador.
Mrs. Charlie Allbritten has been
Murray has taken an excellent shoula be for the education. health the Mayfield man new has assumed trict. New allignments are being
step to cut down traffic accidents and comfort of the blind children the aspect of a tard race right forme* in Trigg this year and the sick for the past few weeks with
.s
down the finish line, with young smartest of the elder politicians summer flu.
by-prints:srwinte-parking lines on of Kentucky.
Mrs. J. Robertson and Mrs. Anbuildings -are beautifully Mr.. Phillips apparently receiving tbere are, reticent about hazarding
the 'court square and insisting that-- , Th
situa d on rolling grounds with much unexpected backing that a guess about how the county will nie Lee Gunter of Murray were
motorists stay strictly in them.
magn ficent forest trees and filled makes him a potent factor, if not go but it seems safe to predict Sunday dinner guests of Mrs. Alice
that Phillips will run a nauch Jones and daughteis.
1,1ost automobile accidents are with, very possible device for the the probable winner. '
traini g of the 'blind. The teachInformation of undeniable %u- better race there this year than Drink Water
fused by the guar...party think-.
With Meals
ers • the best that can be had, thorny
from HOpkinsville
this last, when the all-powerful Broading "it won't happen this time".
Good for Stomach
tbornu ly experienced in teach- week is to the effect that leaders bent organization opposed him—
•
••
Water with meals helps stomach
Tins these, who cannot see.
of Wallis' organization, which car- and beat him for the State senate.
In politics it isn't the heat but
juices, aids digestion. If bloated
Opportunity
is <provided for ried Christian county for the farmWith this situation obtaining in
the stupidity thatnhartsthasenqualified to pursue higher er Commissioner of Immigration the counties this- side of the rivers. with gas add a spoonful of Alerika.
•••••
studies
or to take advantage' of against Governor Chandler and the cane-Vary of the Princeton One dose cleans out poisons and
as
a
similes:
'hot
Hot Weather
work in music or vocational fields. Tom Rhea last year are now lined aspirant -begins to assume pro- washes BOTH upper and lower
- depot store. as Hades boiled down
The school session opens the see- up solidly for Phillips. This in- -portons of real moment for, it is bowels. Dale, Stubblefield & Co.,
to half a pint.
ong Wednesday of September and cludes Hon. W. M. "Bill" Hancock, a foregone conclaslon that McDruggists
in Hazel by Turnbow
closes the second Wednesday in Col. k E. Cooper, Cliirence "Red" Cracken. never friendly toward
About two more days and tsirso
Orin; Co.
Jane.
the
children
going
to
their
Fleming, president of the ChiallInan Mr.. Gregory, .will give Phillips
I more degiees of this heat and ill
homes for the stimmer vacation.
County Young Democratic tillub; a' majority which, while by ro Ss•I en,e
/
be only two garments ,out of a
If you know of such a qihildn and other leaders of the city Ottid means sufficient to cffset the huge
write to Miss Catherine T. Mo- county.
lead Graves county will roll up
riarty. Superintendent. KENTUCKY
lun- for its man, may mean the differThis,development, an ent1raf
SCHOOL , FOR THE BLIND. 1667
ence betweesanvictory and defeat.
-expeeted and very fortunate
Prink
Avenue. LOuisVitle.Mr. Phillips claims Calloway. his
for Mr: Phillips, insures a hated
contest in the biggest county in native county, will be in his colRegistration! Voters must registhis end of the district ana assures umn by''several thousands votes.
ter when they vote in the prithe Princeton 'candidate that the This is another pivotal county, like
mary. Saturday. Augest 1. There
big majority expected to be de- Trigg. and St- is McCracken. Calwill be a Republican and DemoGregory by
Ifego loway and Trigg that control Phillivered
by
cratic deputy clerk at each polling
Barnss. postmaster at Hopkinsville. lips' chances of -success at this
place to do this work.
will not materialize; in fact, may juncture in the contest.
turn into a margin for him. tie
Ballard and Carlisle counties,
carried by R. S. Mason in 1934.
Elsewhere in tfie counties
of the rivers, friends of Mr. Phil- are other battle grounds in which
lips are becoming more otimerous the Princeton's man's friends hope
Last week while I was in Mur- and more active daily. It is claim- to make good gains. while Fulton.
ray, I met a man on the street. he ed by persons of some political ex- ad Hickman are claimed to be
says. "I 'read in the paper where perience in every one of these a stand-off as this is written.
it said you were 70 years old, and counties— except Trigg—that PhilNewspapers of the district have,_
kicked over a man's head and ' lips is certain of respectable Ma-- 'thus far, carried nothing about the
him Standing up." The man said jorities in Crittenden. Livingston Mayfield candidate, either tar- or
"I don't believe a word of it.- So anti Lzon. while Caldwell county against his reelection, while all the
I had. Pt kick over his head to eillzens. enthused over the pros- Mayfield candidates, either for or
prove to hire =that Eg. Aj Igle pert of having a fellow-nttizen in against his reelection.., while all
,Eagle, was telling the truth.
Congress for the first time in his- have been friendly toward the,
This man stood 6 feet. weighed tory, nn promise to give their fel- Princeton candidate. Editorials in
-175 pciunds and was 45 years. old, low townsman the largest majority several of the district's • leading
Yet -he was just a lamb.
:any Dernocratic candidate' has, re- journals have committed them to
—T. A. Beaman •
Phillips, while virtually all others
ceived there in a generation.
aorials pointing
The situation in Trigg county is have reprinted
Registration! Voters must regis- a big and important question mark aintittat Graves c nty now has a
ter when they vote in the pri- at present. Phillips' supporters monopoly of State and Federal ofThe governmentis•
mary, Saturday. August I. There say he will get strong backing fices and indicating their approval
offering every en- •
'sill be s Republican and Demo- there; having _many friends who • of the congressional honor being
couragement to the
cratic deputy clerk at each polling remember his progenitors who moved elsewhere this year.
home
owner to MODplace to do this work.
:lived in Cadiz some years ago: —Polit. Advt.
udist camp.
•• • • •
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A Deserved Tribute

ea'

UST JOTS

J
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Shelly Mason Hicks and Dallas
Miller retureed home -first, part of
ismalludatintSalitaraila,mut otbar
places of interest, spending two
weeks on the trip.
&Lisa Lavern Hill of Paris is
spending several days with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 'N. G. Hill,
Wade Crawford of Murray, was
a Hazel' business , visitor Monday.
Mr.'and Mrs. Walter 'Wilkinson
of Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Meador, of Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
John Meador of Memphis, Tenn.,
Were called to Hazel Sunday on
account of the heath of their aunt,
Mrs. Artie Meador.
Andrew Mayer
Dr. and Mrs.
and little daughter,- Gloria, Nashville. Tenn are guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jake Mayer.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Marcum,
Mrs.
Ky., visited
Hodgenville,
Frank O. Melton at the home of
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Jake
Mayen'Thunsday.
Dr. and Mrs. Jacob- M. Mayer.
Mayfield, were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Jake Mayer and family one

MN

last week.

pranig (.1., Melton, Hodgenville,
visited Mrs. Melton and daughter
here at the home of their parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Mayer, over the
week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Meador, Mr.
grid Mrs. Herman Clanton, of near
Murray, attended the funreal services for Mrs. Meador last Sunday.

w.i!i;s Drug

The Best Way T

)
It Pays to Head the Chumned4

Dr. W.C. Oakley
Chirsi.r•ctor
Office at thine, law West Main
Mondays, Wednesdays, Friday'
in Aftentoon
1 P. M. le S P. IL

and will give much longer wear!
—
With each 25c cash paid on account
Or for work done, you get one chance
on a FREE CHEVROLET to be given away December 26.
Light colors.,and lightweight fabrics require
frequent cleaning in order to be smart, cool and
wear longer.

OUR SERVICE IS UNEXCELLED

# Superior
Laundry and
Dry Cleaners
PHONE 44
•
I,

//

III / / //

The, dlustration here
is a libtne which suffered froth normal
repairs and maintenance during past
years, brought up in
value,
appearance
and usefu)ness with
only modest exptnditure.
tat.

IS WITH

I

ERNIZE. We'll be
glad to assist you in
getting this liberal
aid.

An Announcement....

,

City Consumers Co.
Paducah,

•

Don't put it off any longer for conditions msy
never again be as favorable as now.

,
.
, In coming to Murray to serve you as Operators of what we belie%e to be Murray's nicest and best. reslaurant we do not cbme' ad
strangers but as "home people" coining•back home.
- Our 'experienceilin_j.he restaurant business causes us to believe
-we c!aii continue to give you, the same high-class restauriirkt sertastefulness, variety and courtesy that you have
i 'e
been aMistomed tokt the Bluebird- Cafe.
Your continued patronage. will be deeply appreciated and We.11
taken care of.

VITA-FRESH ORANGE
By

1936 is the YEAR to BUILD

Bluebird Cafe

Or That
New And Delicious

Manufactured

MANY PLANS FOR
HOMES
AVAILABLE

by the new owners of the

We offer you every material and. assistanc4v in
making your prolject a satisfactory success.
We are headquarters for home insulation
against heat and cold. Let us show you how to
'have'more comfort both summer- and winter and
save on winter heating .costs.

Calloway County
i.orp Lumber Co.

_CAFE

Kentucky

-

PHONE .7i

MRS. CHAS. KENNERLX,, Manager

ma,,,,,,,..mazamammordmata•404,4/A1,44V//,,VAI//Nial
,
W//44
,
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MURRAY, KY.

Headquarters for Home Improvements
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KEEP COOL

ICE CREAM
SHERIIET
SUNDAES

VVI

Clean Clothes Are
Cooler, Smarter,

Satisfied

Cold Bloom

rel
ho
pi:
Ki

to

Now Is The Time To Have The Home You Wane

•

Ms

Registration! Voters must register when they vote hi the primary, Saturday, August 1. There
will be a Republican and Democratic deputy clerk at each polling
place to do this work.

Letter' to Editor

Phillips Looks Like Winner

C

evening

•
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Manning and Mrs. Lucille Ports, 'Hobert Lassiter, Hazel; Mrs. 0. H.
Broach, Mrs. Mit* Haneline.
Boatwright, Big Sandy; Mrs. J. R.
Mrs. Elsie- Stersar-Loulaw Meases. instructor of the group.
••• • •
IMYburn. Hasel: Mrs. Frank Colins, Ethel and Ruby Stone, Uncle '
On Saturday afternoon, July 11, Hill Adams, Jasen Darnell, Jimmy Honored With Birthday
son, Golden Pond; Mrs. C. T. Allbritten, Hazel; Mist' Gladys Linn.
relatives and friends met at the Manning. Eddie Manning, Ruble
Dinner
Alrno; Mrs. T. H. Young. Paducah;
home of Mrs. Edd Carter to com- Camp, Ravel Haneline, Eura Stone,
A host of relatives arid friends Mrs. J. A. Sparks, Camden, 'Penns
pliment Mrs. Bogie Majors with a Rod Carter, Orfield Byrd, Ben
gathered at the home of Mr. Joe Mrs. Finis Weatherford, Hazel.
Kitchen shower. Many nice gifts Carter.
Jackson Sunday, July 12, honoring
Patients dismissed'. from :the
were presented to the honoree.
ion. Cleatus Ward, on his 36th Mason Hospital the past week:
Lemonade and cake were served
Wm's Group,
_
birthday. - • --• • -• •
Miss Charlene Perry, Benton;
to the guests.
bdtial Meet
noon hour a lovely din- Gordon Phillips, Murray; Harold
. At the
The guest list included Mrs. Zane
On July 9 a group tat woman
ner was spread on the shady lawn Fancy, Murray; Miss Agatha DufKirkland, Mrs. larshall Darnell, under the direction of Mrs. Lucille
which was enjoyed by all present. fel, McKinnon, Tenn.: Oliver WedMr. and Mrs. Fred Kirkland and Potts held Its initial meeting in
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
Paris; William McConnell, Alchildren, Adron Smiths Mrs. Louise the home of Mrs. sJewell Byrd.
dle'
Joe Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Cleatus ton,4111.;
Mrs. Wm, McConnell, AlSmith, Mrs. Lucile Cantp, Mrs. They met for the' purpose of planWard. Mrs. Winona Robinson, Mr. ton, Ill.; Miss Ruth Mary Crice.
Bessie
Waldrop, Mrs. Pauline ning work for the summer.
and Mrs. A. W. Pace, Mrs. Mary Bandana.kys Frank Rogers, MayCooper, Mrs. Lillie Haneline, Mrs.
The club decided to exchange
Zane Coleman.
field; Miss Mary Easley, Murray;
Otisil Manning, Mrs. Lottie Cooper, ideal, and posters and to give reci- Coleman,
Dr. and Mrs. H. If. Boggess and George R. Lassiter, Hazel; Mrs.
Mrs. Shellie Lamb, Mrs. Jane tations in connection with lessons
sons, John and Leslie, Mr. and Mrs. Emma Woodring, Alton, Ill.
Cooper.
on other subjects. After the lesson Sherman Farris and family. Mr.
Mrs. Pauline Cobb, Mrs. Audte period a social period was recomand Mrs. Glyco Wells and Gene
Tidwell, Mrs. Gracie White, Mr*. mended with Miss Louise .Manning
Wells, Mr. and Mrs. Burnice Colley,
Trudie Darnell, Mrs. Myrtle Man- as supervisor.
Mr. and Mrs, Charley Morris, Bro.
ning': Mrs. Della Carter, Mr.'and
The group will meet every two Davis, Mrs. Lou Dodd.
Mrs. Cary Richle and children, weeks.
The Ledger & Times is authorMr. and Mrs. Lee Reeves. Curt
Charlie, Annie Nell, Mary FrankMiss Ruby Darnell was selected Wilson, Leslie Dick, Richard Far- ized to announce the following
lin, Harry, and Sue, Emily Wal- as newspaper reporter.
subject to the Demoris, Carry Boggess, James Reeves, candidacy,
drop, Lucile Cooper, Ruby DarThe next meeting will be held Ben Boggess, Asher. Farris, Paul cratic primary, Saturday, August
nell, Trudie Youngblood.
1, 1936:
Thursday, July 23.
Boyd, Homer Hale Pace.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
FOR CONGRESS
Those present for the first ses*try Nell Pace, Dorothy Moore,
Eunice Adams, Mrs. Luella Sheri- sion were Misses Louise and MagV. A. "Bill" Phillips
Louise Moore, Bonnie Crouse, Virdon, Mrs. Neuma Cooper, Mrs. dalene Manning. Mrs. Trudie Darginia Suiter, Willodean Pace. Sue
Pearl Cooper, Mrs. Ervin Wither- hell and daughter', Ruby, MPs.
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Bagwell, Marelle Workman, Eliza- MURRAY
spoon, Mrs. Lucille Potts, Mrs. Eunice AdCms, Mrs. Ethel Sheribeth Crouse, Mrs. H. H. Pace,
Louise • Finnic, Minnie and Net dan and children, Bernet!, Lucille,
James Parker Miller of Hazel,
Clara Suiter and Frances Davis.
Cooitei-, Mrs. Ethel Stones Mr. and nd Louise, Mrs. Jewell Byrd and
Ky., will preach at both the morn••• ••
Mrs!, Riley Carter, Mrs. May daughter, Anna Jean, Mrs. Myrtle
ing hour, 10:50 o'clock and at 8
Mr. And Mrs. Thomas Terry
•
o'clock in the evening. It will be
Honored
remembered that James began his
Ant ice cream party was held at labors as minister of the Gospel
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas with this church a few weeks ago,
preaching to very encouraging audTerry, Tuesday night, July 8.
There was much merry conver- iences on that occasion. He has
sation and jovial laughter in spite been kept busy preaching since
of the rain that fell while the ice that time on each Lord's day, and
has made a favorable impression
cream was being made.
For the past'five years the subject of taxation has overThose present were Mr. and Mrs upon his audiences where he has
Raymond Phelps, Mr. and Mrs. gone.
shadooed lI other political issues in the State of Kentucky. We
Regular Bible study hour. 9:45
Clyde Phelps, Mr. and Mrs. Crawhave had more trouble with taxation during this time than we
ford McClure, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin a. m. Congregational singing a
have had since Kentucky was admitted to the Union. There is
Williams, Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Fal- special feature of each service.
a definite reason for this. I have served as clerk of the Kentucky
A cordial invitation extended to
well, Mrs. J. L. Falwell and Mr.
Senate for the past seven sessions, and, although I have taken no
all.
and Mrs. Thomas. Terry.
part a hatever for or against tax measures, as my duly-as clerk
miss Sarah Ruth McClure, Miss
presented my doing so, I have been a close observer and have
Gray McClure, Miss Murlene Wilgiven the subject mature thought and careful consideration. and
liams, Miss Virginia Ann Houston, bliss Mary Ruth Falwell, Miss
I have come to the conclusion that our tax problems are due
Morelle Terry.
We want to thank our many
to the negligence of our Representatives in Congress.
Elwood Phelps, Adolphus Hughes friends and neighbors for their
Phelps, Troy Walker, John Thomas kindness, sympathy and floral ofPhelps, Edward McClure, Charles ferings during the sickness and
With the beginning of the depression came the decrease in
Max death of our dear wife and daughMcClure, Gene Williams,
real estate values and the inability of real estate to bear the burWayne Williams, Marlin Terry, ter, Alma Spann Bogard, and we
den, and also came an increase in state expenditures in the form
Marvin Terry and Donald Dean pray God's blessings be with'them
of relief and old age pensions, making it necessary to find new
Terry.
all in their time of trouble.—Norsource, of revenue. „Whethez oe like it or not, the fact remains
man- Bogard and Mrs. Alice Spann.
,,.at pur too chief revenue producers In the State of Kentucky
§11,000,-approximatety.
are 'Whiskey and cigarettes. We produce
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
11011 gallons of ohiskey each sear and ship to every state in the
4
Patients admitted to the Mason
Cubit Louisville is today the largest producer of cigarettes of
unday morning sermon subject,
Hospital the past week:
any city in the world. The Federal Government has taxed o hisorgotten". Sunday evening.
Oliver Weddle, Paris; George
key $2.00 per gallon and cigarettes 6 cents per package, producing
"Forsaken". Sunday school, 9:45
tevenue to Um extent of $150,000,000 per year. Kentucky ranks
a. m., Dr. Hugh M. McElrath.
about fortieth in wealth per capita and about tenth in the paysuperintendent, B. T. U. 6:45 p. m..
ment of taxes to the Federal Government. That is to say, we
Ronald Churchill, director.
Mid-week meeting, 7:30 p. m.,
1(ell to the Federal Government than some of ear
pay 11110r
Wednesday. followed immediately
wealthiest states, uhich is unfair and discriminatory. We.are beby Worker's Council to be attended
ing robbed!
by all teachers, officers and those
-FOR SALE or TRADE—I935 V-8 interested in a large and better
Coach, 16,000 miles, new tires, school.
Our total expenditures for the upkeep of our state govern$425; 1931 Chevrolet coupe. Look*
Sam P. Martin. pastor
ment amounts to about $25,000,000 annually. After paying apand runs good, $195; 1929 Chevroproximately $150,000,000 on our two main taxable products to the
let coach. Extra good buy. $95;
Federal (invent:sent, we are forced to place a retail tax on ante1931 Chevrolet - six-wheel coupe. RUSHING CREEK REVIVAL
s
chewing
'cream,
lee
drinks,.
soft
cigarettes,
mobiles, cosmetics,
WILL BEGIN SUNDAY, JULY 19
An extra clean job, $215. 1929
gum and lolly pops in order to raise revenue to carry on our
four-door sedan. New paint. Runs
The Rushing Creek revival meetstate government. One-third of the taxes derived from whiskey
good, extra good tires, $125 1928
July 19..
Chevrolet Coupe. -A bargain at ing will begin Sunday.
and cigarettes should be returned to the State of Kentucky
Lawrence & Stokes, 2 with Bro. Clyde Barrow, a home
$32.50.
allowing us to tax them to the extent of one-third and by the
Baptist Church,
miles North of Murray on high- boy, pastor of First
Federal Government giving them credit for that amount. This
Itp Guthrie, Ky., conducting the serway.
would produce S50,000,000.
vices.
ALL KINDS of heavy duty tractor
The public is cordially invited
work, farming or commercial. See to attend this series of meetings.
It is true that the bulk of these products gre sold to cuaRay Cable, Vine street, or at
-,tomers in other states, but the great automobile manufacturers
J23p
Rushings Garage.
and others in the great manufactaring states have made their
states,
and
desks
other
office
and
-3
In
SALE
peoillitces
Kentucky
their
FOR
selling
by
fortunes
Typewriter for
switivel chair.
and according to the inheritance tax laws, when one of these
rent. Mrs. Lola Lemons, West
wealthy manufacturers dies and .leasves an estate taxable for
ltc
Murray.
Main.
$e
per
$Wcent,
returns
or
Government
Federal
114,1111&000, the
state
kW to the state in which he lives, simply by allowing that
FOR SALE—practically new Holton First National Bank Murray KenTrombone,-da:se and cover. Eugene tucky and E. P. Phillips, Its
to tax his estate to the extent of TO per cent of the total, giving
Boyd, Ledger & Times office. U Receiver,
his estate credit for that amount, and the Federal Government rePlaintiffs,
ceiving only $200.000 in federal taxes. This form of taxation PreFOR SALE—one good piano, good
Vs. Judgment
vents him from moving into any other state to escape taxation,
as new electric refrigerator, dressRogers, Etal,
for, if he did so, he would simply pay it to the Federal Governer. bedstead; also have house on Paul
Defendants
Ninth street for rent. See C. R.
ment instead of to the state, leaving ,him no avenue of escape. We
Callow-by Clrelitt, Court
Itp
Grocery.
Elliott
&
Lee
Lee
at
interested
not
we
are
but
in
privilege
Kentucky,
same
have the
By virtue of a 'judgment eFrid
so much in the inheritance tax became we have very few wealthy
blades, single or order of sale of the Calloway CirGOOD razor
mien. but, as I have mentioned above, our two chief revenue prodouble edge $1.00 per 100. Tube cuit Court, rendered at the April
ducers are ohiskey and cigarettes, and we should have the same
shaving extra; 5 blades, Scents. term thereof. 1936, in the above
Blue steel, Guaranteed. T. A. cause for the purpose of-payment
colisideraticrn as 'other states.
of $683.52 with interest from April
Beaman.
•
13, 1936, until paid, and costs hereFOR SALE—Cut Flowers. Gladi- in expended, I shall proceed to of.
The Congressmen from 'Michigan. New York, Pennsylvania
s
T.
I.
proMrs.
olas 50 cets. per dozen.
fee for sale at the court house dbor
and other neahlry states have been wide awake and have
Crawford, Murray, Ky., R. 6. J30p in Murray. Kentucky, to the hightected the rights of their states, stisile Our Congressmen have
est bidder at public auction.
been asleep.
LADIES:— IndependAt profitable
Monday. the 27th day of July,
business. Established customers.
1936. at 1 orock or thereabout
Silk
Real
free.
Write
Samples
day).
If J am elected to Congress. I propose to introduce a bill
Itp (same being I county court
Office. Marion. Illinois.
upon a credit' of six months, the
*hereby one-third of the whiskey and cigarette tax will be reTents, Awnings, Truck Covers, following described property, being
turned to the State of Kennelly, the same as the inheritance tax
year
per
Tarpaulins. Swings and Gliders and lying in Calleway County.
$50,000,000
approximately
produce
Thlu_will
is handled.
Paducah Tent and Kentucky. towit:—
recovered.
for the State of Kentucky. As above stated, only $25,000,000 will
Twenty-five (25). acres of land Awning Co., 118 Broadway, Paduto
us
allowing
expenditures,
state
entire
our
pay
to
needed
be
J23p described by beginning eleven (Ill
cah. Kentucky.
cosmetics,
automdbltes,
on
tax
retail
the
repeal all taxes, including
poles twenty-One arid three-tenth'WANTED—Stenographer for part (21 3-10) links. West and nineteen '
cigarettes, soft drinks, ire cream, chewing gar and lolly pops.
time work. State age, qualifica- and one-half (IPS) feet North of
leaving $25,000,000 which can be used to increase the old age
tions. experience and salary ex- the Southeast corner .of the Northpension, free the toll bridges, increase pay for school -teachers. repected in own handwriting. Ad- east Qr. of Sec. 5, T. 1, R. 4. East.
tire the state debt etc.
dress all commtinteations to Desk' for a beginning point; thence West
Jlec sixty-eight poles, thence Mirth
B, Ledger as Times.
fifty-eight (58) poles thirteen and
arh in sympathy with the New Deal, and, if elected, ex. East
2) feet, thence'
/
one-half 1131
pect to back the President hi all his undertakings, but I ieserve
South
thence
(88)
poles;
sixty-eight
DisFirst
Congressional
the
and
Kentucky
protect
to
the right
fifty-eight' (58) pbles twelve and
trict against diseriminatory legislation, and when Kentucky ranks
at my home half, mile north One;half t (1211) feet to'the,beginabout4iitletkla stealth and about tenth in the payment of fedof Lynn ,Grove
ning containing .twenty-five ' (25)
eral/taxes—something is strong:
acrefl
FRIDAY," JUe.Y 24
Foe the purchase price the pur—at 2:00 P. M.
chaser must execute bond with apgoods.
One lot household
proved securities, bearing legal inTeam of mules and farming terest from the day of side - until
implements.
paid. and having the force and effect of a judgment Bidders Will
Terms: Cash
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.—George S. Hart,
Master Commissioner.
Majors flonorod WI*
Kitchen iibower
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THE TAX PROBLEM!
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Here's Your Chance To Save!

PUBLIC SALE

V. A. "Bill" PHILLIPS
Democratic Candidate for Congress
// / / ///
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OUR GREATEST

SHELF EMPTYING EVENT!
OUT THEY GO
1 and 2-Piece

Panel Front
RAYON TAFFETA

Every One a Real
Bargain!

LINEN SUITS

SLIPS

$1.19 to $1.39

Values up to

- $1.29

Single and Double Breasters
A choice lot of chic, smart
looking suits in 14 to 42 sizes.
Oyster-white linen.s and novelty pattern crashes. Some
with.,, pleated sport backs—
sitters in plain back style.
)rspular for all summer oc,

Final Mark Downs
Women's to 79c

WASH
FROCKS
Printed Batistes, Dimities, Lawns, and
Percales

-41c

"Snug-fit" slips of silky
crepe and taffeta; styled for
srevice.and comfort and tailored with seams that never
rip. Pink, tea rose—some
white, lace trim V-necks, silk
elegant
straps,
shoulder
lengths. Ali Area

Women's Summer

BROADCLOTH
SLIPS

$1.98

Women's up to $2.98

STREET
FROCKS
Choice, while 'they last

$1.00

Sneers.
Eyelets, Blister
Woven Seersuckers. Acetates
and Sanforized Linens. If you
want something VERY SPECIAL, here sit is! Bemberg
sheers, colorful print patterns, pastels and others. 14
to 48 sizes. One and twopiece styles.

CLEAN-UP OF

SUMMER
HATS
$1 and $1.98 Fashions
Close-Out Specials

Peaked shoulder styl,
models; fingeT ;p
tailored
lengths and swaggers. CL r
of waffle and novelty wear. ci
--many formerly priced as
high as $3.98. While they
last—just $1.98!

Women's Colorful New
ALL-WOOL

50c Grades Boys'
Khaki

Genuine Conestoga tickings with art stripino; fast
colors. Long service, firmly
woven _quality, will not log
finest feathers. Cuti from full
bolts.

1.49

Women's 69c New Lace
Top

TAFFETA
SLIPS

35c

,ace trimmed, form-fitting
taffeta slips in tea rose and
pink; 34 to 44 sizes. Marvelous quality; fine bargains.

19c

Misses' and Womexes
WHITE TOELESS

SANDALS

33c

59c

4 to 14 sizes.
Popular "shorts" in fine
washable khaki; Meal for
summer service. They're extra well tailored and fit
nicely. Have flared, open
legs, side and back pockets. Actual 50c kinds.

New, white mesh sandals;
actual $1.50 kinds: have flexible leathas soles. covered
Cuban heels with rubber
taps; 4 to 8 sizes.

Men's 85c Double
Service

35c Qualities Printed
Lace

WORK
SHIRTS

DRESS
FABRICS

55c

YARD-

15c

34 to 42 Sizes

Solid and combination colors. Low back teandatia and
halter - top styles. All the
newest shades for summer
.ire included at this low
mice

TICKING

SHORT
PANTS

SWIM SUITS

50c and $1
All headsizes—small. mediism, end large—included in
this sale. Many clever styles
to picit from.'large and Small
brims, also peach basket and
mushroom shapes. White &
colors. Leghorns. linens and
cotton fabrics included. Banded and flower trims.

29c Grade, Full Width
8-oz. Featherproa

CLOSING OUT

SUMMER
WHITE
COATS

66c

14 to 50 sizes . . Firmer
new, cool summer fabrics
Sport styles, sunback ,typeoof
types; choice
drodity
checks, solid colors,, stripes,
white and pastel colors. Flock'
dot voiles. floral sheers, dimities. 'kerchief lawns and
many others. Beautiful dresses that can Be worn till late
fall.

25c

One big lot of unusual
dress values grouped under
one low price! 'You'll find
many attractive styles in tailored effects, shirtwaist mod-els, Peter Pans; sleeveless
and 'half-sleeve styles. Organdy, ruffle arkl P. K.
trims. 14 to 50 sizes.

Ringless . .. Sheer'.'. .
Full Fashioned

88c

Tailored and V-strap tops,
36 to 44-sizes: fashioned along four-giare patterns. Nicely hemstitched, Pink only.

44c

HOSE

SHEER
DRESSES

79c Qualities

$2.98

Clean-up of
$1.00 "ARCHER"
Pure Silk Chiffon

The "best-by-test" longwearing work shirts made of,
hard-to-hurt tan khaki and
zebra striped twill, 14 -1-2
to .17 sizes: full widths and
lengths. Absolutely guaranteed to hold color and outWear any skirt you ever had
at this or 'near' this price.
Save 30c on every shirt.

New popular dress material; printed patterns on lace.
yery attractive designs and
colorings;., guaranteed not to
fade. Yald wide.

15c Quality Woven
Color

69c Quality
Men's Mesh Weave

SHIRTING
-CHAMBRAY

POLO
— SHIRTS

YARD-

11-2c

39c

For making men's and boys'
work ahirts, children's splay
neat stripes. Fast to sefiShinA
suits, etc. Solid colors ail'and standard widths.

All sizes for men—white
or pastel blue' colors—fine
cotton mesh. ;Kilos. The coolest, dressiest shirts for. summer wear. Have short sleevcS.,
and_comfartable, neat-fitting
collars.
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Farm Breau Dinner
July -10. Is -Enjoyed
(Continued .rem Page I)
87.50. leavint balance of 295.50
With all bills paid •
Sett Consersation Report
,a clop of farmIn April. 1935.
ers and business -Men Met and 'organized the Calloway county Soil
Improvement Association. The following men were elected to serve
116 o c-xrat.9a_at the CAL,utt.a. COM
Mitte: Harrell A. Broach. chairman; B. W. Edmonds. S. W. Askew, Hall MeCuiston and Hall
Hood. secretary-treasurer.
There had been very little extenSion work done on soils and it was
Crn gul a croup of
difficult to

•

We are expecting Thos. E. Johnon August 14 at which time frite common and medium 5.00117.00;
son, treasurer and manager of the
CA. 410,
4 %,44114.1 rum „limpsoki.,1.1.41-1500 lbs. good -add choice
will be hosts to the 'othercounties 8 00 8.50; co rnm on
7.00)(8.00;
E. D. F. Tobacco Growers Associaof the Purchase. Chester Grey . medium 6.1)0417.00. "
H. S. Nichols, state agent;
tion;
will he the principal speaker on ,
Claude McConnell, winner' of boys
this occasion. Mr. Grey is the
highest price tobacco
legislative representative ,of the
Welcome Address. A. F. Paschall, sociation, and director at large of, ing caw for
county; and Mr. MiCaldwell
Associain
Growers
Farm Bureau in Washington and
Tobacco
E. D. F.
judge of Henry county.
zell, in charge of government gradhe is so situated that he shelUld
Diseases of Tobacco, Russell tion,
this meeting and if
have a 'message of importance.
The _Cherry Red Sox journeyed Hunt, tobacco specialist. UniversBarn Ventilation and Use of Hy- ing. to attend
will be on
Membership
•
grometers, M. F. Williams, field they can possibly du so
to
Midway last
Sunday
and ity of Kentucky.
Nine new members paid their defeated the Midway softballers
Insects of Tobacco, E. W. Howe, representative E. D. F. Tobacco the program.
dues.
Growers Association.
7-3. Cherry's heavy slugging was entomologist.
AT
Comments-County Agent
• ttio much for Midway Blues.
Address (subject to be an- MILLER TO PREACH
Sorting and Grading Tobacco. R.
CHURCH IIERE SUNDAY
A county agent 'appreciates Ow • Cherry collected 14 hits off of H. Milton, tobacco specialist, Uni- nounced), Boone Hill, president of
•
opportunity of having a farm or- John' Weatherly While holding versity 61 Tennessee.
W. D. F. Tobacco Growers AssociaJames Parker= Miller, well known
ganization work with him. I am ;VDclway 'to a pair 'or bingles.
What Improved Methods Have tion.
ready, to cooperate with you in
Address (subject to be an- young Hazel minister. will fill the
The Cherry second team downed Meant to Tobacco Growers of
Murray Church of
any way that I can and I hope you the Midway "B" outfit 6-4.
Caldwell Court.% John F. Graham, nounced), J. E. Stanford, edit* of pulpit at the
Christ at both the morning and
will continue to cooperate with the
Southern Agriculturist.
Cherry will go to Fall City next county agent Ualdwell county.
extension work in this county.
Sunday for a game.
Non-Lunch Will be served by
Value of Soft Curing, Leslie El- evening services this coming Sunday.
An ice cream supper will be the ladies of the Whitlock com- lis, successful tobacco grower.
held at Cherry Saturday night, munity at a nominal cost.
July 28. Proceeds will be for beneProduction Credit .Association,
fit of the bell club.
Graydon L. Morris, president of
The Farm Bureau with "the "aid
Springfield Production Credit Asof Murray business men bought a
terracing machine that has made
83.700 feet of terrace on 365 acres
at a cost of $1.61 per acre. There •
is 445 acres signed for terracing
Mrs. Martha Ann Darnell Self_
THE STORE OF QUALITY, PRICE, AND SERVICE
with 300 more prospective. The
FRANKFORT. Ky.. July 13-A
An article recently printed that was called July 13,, after a -proFarm Bureau has collected $863.- warning that a tax of two cents Pine Bluff defeated the Liberty longed illness of two years.
Remember the beautiful set of dishes we have for
87 for terracing and has paid out a bottle may be collected by the baseball team 5 to 3 was in error.
Mrs. Self was born September every customer.
$747.41 leaving a balance of $116.- State Revenue Department from The scores were in reverse, the
174'1882 and lived to an age of
14c
46. Accounts are up to date test soft dring dealers charging more Liberty team
winning. by that
-2-lb. box of Glenco Crackers
73 years, 9,months and 4 days.
three collections unmade. The than a total of six cents, including count.
20c
Sbe was married to W. H. Self 1 gal. Pure Apple Vinegar (in barrel)
Farm Bureau and the business men tax, on their sales was sounded toThe Liberty battery of Urey
29c
paid, $443.00 down and the, pay- day by James W Martin. com- Thompson. pitcher. and
Hugh in 1884. To this union eight chil- Gal. Jug of Vinegar
ments are being made from collec- missioner in charge of the Depart- Thompson. catcher, functioned et- dren were born. Mr. Self and five 'Salad Spread, 8 oz.
10c
tions from work. Let's terrace ment of Revenue.
ficisqtly. The Bluffers flo/ 7 b_19-1F.S children preceding her to the grave
23c
-t,
cans
small
Milk,
6
Canned
more land!
while Liberty found Thomas, of some few years.
25c
The Lime Proposition
PARIS, Ky., July 13-The new Pine Bluff, for 10 hits.
She leaves to mourn her de- Toilet Tissue, good quality, 6 fix'
' Ttlere• has been. tat*, pf . locating state - tax of 28 cents a gallon -,on 'in. the July 4th game at the parture three sons. Pete and Rich- 5-gallon Oil Can full of oil
;1.23
a lime crusher at Hyrnon . for the ice cream. Circuit Judge William B. Bluff. Liberty won a well-played ard of this county and John Self
25c.
Peaches,
2
lbs.
Dried
past year. The following figures Ardery held today. is discrimina- game from South Howard by 2 to of Birmingham, Ala; two. brothers,
25c
have been the cost of quarrying tory and confiscatory, and there- 1.
John Bell and Hooper Darnell, and Jet Oil Shoe Polish, 3rfor
also four grandchildsen.
and crushing rock in other coun- fore unconstitutional.
23c
half
pint
Bee Brand Fly Spray, hint 43c;
ties:
Mrs. Self had beeRs,a member
10c
5
for
Ribbon,
of the Poplar Springs- Balatist F4y
Labor for quarrying and
WASHINGTON. July 1T -Friends
Church for some years. She had O'Cedar Self Polishing, 85c size
79c
tabling rock
40 Of Alfred E. Smith reported today
that he had decided to boycott
lived with a son for several years
Cost of crushing rock after
10c size Free
and for the last two years had 0. K. Soap. 3 for
it is on the table
35 politics during the 1936 Presidenbe
The Pine Bluff baseball club
been
a
helpless
cripple
but
bore
Royalty
05 tial campaign.
Soap, 6 for25c
and the Williams' team. near CenP.
and
G.
,her suffering well unto death.
Room and board. for
terville - bricige. met on the latter'"
25c
That good Pingdinger Coffee, 2 lbs.
Burial was in the Ligon cemeoperator
•
05
FRANKFORT. KY., July 14-An diamond last Sunday in a free-forMEAT MARKET-Dressed Chickens, Best Branded Beef,
Dynamite and caps
.15 executive order giving members all slugging contest in which the tery Tuesday afternoon.
"The summer sun and the sum- Spring Lamb, Veal and Pork, Sliced Country' Ham.
Of the Kentucky State Highway
Bluff nine was defeated 13-11.
mer rain, sweet flowers to life shall
Total
$1.00 Patrol all the powers of peace ofWith Thomas on the mound for
WE PAY HIGHEST MARKET PRICES FOR CREAM,
kiss and that shall bloom that she
Making a total cost at Hymon ficers was 'signed today by GoverPine Bluff. the Centerville aggreEGGS and BUTTER
nor Chandler.
is free from sorrow such as this."
of $1.00 per ton at the least._
gation fell on him for several !anis
1
.s-Annie Lovin
Lime at 'Mayfield is $1.25 per
early in the first,two innings.
WE DELIVER
PHONE 37
ton in car load lots and $1.35 per
FRANKFORT. Ky., July 15- Lefty Weaks was called on for
ton in less than car load lots.
Kentucky's $5,000,000 social security
service
, Out yielded several base
Lime on the car at Murray. Hazel program was launcheit.tuday when
hits before settling down, during
and Almo will be $2.10 in car load newly appointed field representa- which time the Eldridgemen were
tives of the Welfare Department
lots.
also catching a few on the nose
1936 Fair
met at the Capitol to receive gentepush up in the running,
The Farm Bureau is sponsoring eral and detailed instructions on
Next Saturday afternoon Pine
a Fair in 1936 and all should be how to administer the old age asBluff will meet Coldwater on the
sistance
getting ready for it. Let's make
plan.
Westsiders' home -field.' In the
it a bigger one than ever before.
only match between these two
Cooperating With Hatchery
Kentucky's death toll from 13 clubs this year Pine Bluff was the
by B. W. Edmonds
scorching days of temperatures
victor.
.
The poultry industry is one of ranging as high - as 113 degrees
Although no definite plans have
the county's biggest. Many chicks stood Wednesday at 63 following yet been made, it is probable that
are shipped into the county in 27 fatalities Tuesday.
i'Sotith Howard will furnish the
poor condition. -We propose to
PURE CANE
Pounds
competion at the Bluff Sunday
help College Crest Hatchery be
afternoon.
Sunday
week
will
first grade and advise to buy
see Williams' team in action on
chicks hatched close to home. I
: the Bluff diamond.
beheve Mr. Kelly ,will go with us.
Value Brand New 1936 Pack
No. 2 cans 25c
EAST ST. LOUIS. July 15Response by Roliey 'Reny
Hogs: 4.000; 'active, unevenly, 10
Registration't
Voters
must
regisI assure you we are ready-to go
20c. mostly 15c higher, top 10.45*, ter -when they vote in the prias far as you will in producing
170-250 lbs. 10.201(10.40; few 270 mary, Spturday, August 1. There
better chicks. I have .completed
lbs. 10,00: 140-160 lbs. 9:50w/10.00; will be a Republican and DemoWesco Brand-Salted or Plain
-Pound Box
my course and passed the test to
100-130 lbs. 8.751(9.35; sows mostly cratic deputy clerk at each p4lIng
do U. S. Approved Testing of
7.506, 8.25.
place to do this welt.
flocks and we can have that if
Cattles 2,000. calves 1.500, steera
you wan to or we can produce the
light. consisting of less than 12
MTp, PLEASANT CEMETERY
ibnnsa
daclk
e 69c
L
24o
y 's
Thrifty
sarde chick without the U. S. Apcars or natives and 8. cars _Kansas
proved testing. I am ready and
24-l
-lb.
24-lb. sack
and Oklahoma grassers; no early
interested
in
the
Mt.
All
persons
will _cooperate best I can. ,We can
sales: other classes opening gen. be present Friday. July 24.'
ship hatching eggs too if the flocks
erally steady; mixed yearlings an&
An interesting program is being
come up to standard
There is
For
heifers largely 5'50m( 7.50; cows, An intresting program is being
good money in that too.
OR
3750 4.75; cutters 2.5014 3.50: ''top planned and a large crowd is exPossibility of Tattooing For Poultry
sausage bulls 5.50:42.vealers 7.75; pected.
Protection
range: steers 5.001(8.00: heifers
The public is invited. Come
When a chicken is tattooed one
ARMOUR'S SLICED
Pound
4.0008.50: slaughter
steers 550- and bring your lunch With you.
Can identify it even though it is
1100 lbs. gostd and choice 7.006t 8.50;
Zolon
Clayton
dressed because the tattoo markings'in .the webb of the wing is
permanent. The Farm Bureau proFor Ice Cream, Sherbet and Soft Drinks
poses to cooperate and get, a tattoo
outfit. A small charge will be
. made and a copy of the name of
the owner, address, kind, number
of chickens.- and tattoo markings
will be kept on file in Farm
Bureau office and sheriff Office.
Columbus-Belmont 'Picnic
Announcement is made of the
Ifitaman County Farm Bureau's
big picnic to be at Columbus-Belmonth Park. Columbus. Ky.. Wednesday. July 15. Edward A. 0'Neal, president of the American
Farm Bureau 'Federation and Ben
Kilgore, executive secretary will
address farmers and friends.
August .14th Meeting
Plans were rnade for a meeting

farmers together for a talk on soils. it.)way county Farm Bureau the exIn spate
tras sumo violk was ecutive commitve. a uaik Sails.imdone on soils, 165 acres were ter- provement Assciciation voted to
raced. 25 cars of lime were spread,.turn their part of the program over
and 20 tons of superphosphate were to the Farm Bureau and to tel the
used on lime and phosphate dem- Farm Bureau function .as the Soil
onstretionis.- .Seventeen demonstra- Improvement Association.
As erosion is evidently one of the
tions were .set, 14 of these demonstrations were in wheat. On the biggest problems facing the farmers
demonstrations, three check plots of Calloway county the Farm Buwere left. one with no treatment, reau with the. cooperation of the
one with lime and one with phos- business men of Murray purchased
phate with the rest of- the field re- a tractor and terracer. So far 365
ceiving both lime and phosphate. acres have been terraced at an avIbeassesaigld On the 14 wheat erage cost of $1.61, per acre.
Plans have been made for the
demonstrations were. fqr the plots
with no treatment 4.6 bu. per acre; establishment - of .a number of lime
plots with lime alone 8.5 bu. per and phosphate demonstrations and
acre: plot.1 with phosphat alone 11.3 as the Farm Bureau is functioning
bu. per acre and with both lime as the Soils Improvement Association the locating and approving of
and phosphate 19.7 bu. per acre.
After the organization of the Cal- the demonstrations will be done by
the Farm Bureau directors.
Report of Terracer

-

A Cool Suit
for
-Hot Summer
at
CLOSE OUT
PRICES
. Straw Hats
at prices to move

them

Program of Henry County'Tobacco
Field Day, July 17 at Whitlock

Cherry 10 Wins Pair
from Midway Sundgy,

•

STATE
and
NATIONAL

Liberty Defeated Pine
Bluff Team by 5 to 3

Martha Ann Self

TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET

Zephyr Weight
Shirts and
Underwear
*se

Odd Trousers
Summer
weight

Bathing Suits

W.T.Sledd & Co.

yan

10

•

SUGAR

1

as a

strictly cash store. To our customers we wish to
extend our th445„.f.v..tite., fine. response to this
'

change. After 57 years of -service we did not make
thought

and

conclusion

that

changes in-conditions would make it possible for us'
to sell goods cheaper-6n a .cash basis and that it-would be better both for our patrons and for Oa: •
•

-10

'stan't agreement, We wish- to-again say that we
thank you for your
response and for.-'our understarjdinhat,xieption.can be Makie under any

RYAN SONS CO.
1880

WE GIVE TICKETS ON THE CAR TO'
BE GIVEN AtWAY,ON
DECEMBER 26
Spend Your Quarters Here!
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95c

OCTAGON SOAP
-BACON ,

63c

2

POWDERS

5c

30c

•

5c

Standard Pack TOMATOES,
2 large'No. 2 1-2 cans. 19c

Van Camp TUNA,
2 1-2 size cans
25c
C. Club PEARS,
Large No. 2 1-2 can ., 19c

C. Club Fancy CORN,
2 No. 1 cans ..... . 15c

Armour's Star Bacon, lb.
35c
2 lbs. Veal Chops
35c:
2 lbs. Sausage
35c
2 lbs. Beefsteak
35c
2 lbs. Li;er
25c
2 lbs. Hamburger Meat
25c
Mutton
10c and 12 1-2Q
Chuck Roast
. 1Z.1-2c
Rib-Roast ,
. 10c
Lard
12 1-2c
Friers
Hens
30c
26c
2 lbs. Oleomargarine
25c
Loaf Cheese
25c
Salt Meat
13c
KANSAS CITY STEAKS

Swa 's-Grocery
In practically every case Saturday our new
policy was quickly understood, and :met- with in-

Satisfaction Sincc

WI
Go
he]
not

3

KOOL-AID

he

Co

50c

GREEN BEANS

CRA„KERS

Thanks the People of Calloway
County for Their'
Response to Our New, Strictly
Cash Policy

study and had arrived a
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x :
Se?

THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET

FLOUR

,
"derable
igt
this chaw without cont

drs
M.

OGER S

Livestock

‘,/, ;

per

Pine Blnff Nine
Is Defeated 13-11

Palm Beach
Linens
Tropical*

Saturday. July 11. W;as our ,first day

the
at!'
Cu!
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24-PHONE---25--Fancy California Evaporated
Apples, per pound
15e•
12 Lbs. Omega Flour
Bac
24 tbs. Omega
$1.08
24 Lbs. Good Flour
58e
50 Lb. Can Pure Lard
$6.00
Half Can Pore Lard
$3.05
2 Lb. Peanut Butter
____ 25e
2 Lb. Box Crackers
15e
1 Fancy Glass FREE with 1-4
Lb. Lipton's Tea
25e
8 Lbs. Coarse Salt
lbe
10 Lbs. Cane Sugar
SZe
10 Octagon Cceupons free with
5 Giant bars Octagon soap
-25e
or with 3. Sc Washing
Powder
1k
Two 10e Octagon Soap Chips
lie
1 Lb. Vanilla Waft? ,
15e
A Light Broom
23e
A Staadard Broom
3k
10 Lbs. Staley Syrup, golden
48e
10 Lbs. ,Staley White
53e
Libby's-fancy Sliced Pineapple
No. 2,, aize can
208.
lug VIdegar. gallon
.41i9e1
Gallon bulk Vinegar
20c
Our Bogata Peaberry Coffee,
per pound

Highest MarketPrices Paid in Cash for
Chickens, Eggs and Hides

•'

Swann's Grocery',

WE BUY RAGS and SCRAP IRON

roat Bros.
MEAT MARKET
Free Delivery

‘.,

•

Phone 214

C. Club CORN FLAKES,
Large 13-oz. pkg. ,.,. . lOc
o
LIFEBUOY SOAP;
4 bars
25c
SALTED PEANUTS,
Pound ... . ........ 10c

PEANUT BUTTER, Embassy Brand, 23-oz. jar 23c
Waldorf Tissue,6 rolls .. 25c
Scott Tissue, 3 rolls .. 25c

•Large

• RINSO,small pkg. . .
pkg.

.. 8c
. 21c

(Plus 2c tax)

SHORTENING SNOW WHITE
TRIANGLE BACON

The Bacon

Finest SubsattftertirtIrte' ,
TWO Pounds

25c
,

latso
'or
6-lb
E.xp
tria
eceLse
wyiotuhltibleike
llaitin F4
anLB. 25e

2 Pounds •

SUPERFINE OLEO
FRANKS OR BQLO

Pound

23c
15c

•a r--11

LARD •
ORANGES
_BANANAS

PURE HOG

ri

zPounds
200's

DOZEN

DOZEN

25'
29c
15c

••••1

•

C
4•11.

•

•••••• .•••• ••••••

Johnof the

•

-
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agent;
of by..
tobacco
dr. Mitt gradand if
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Pages 1 to 4

JOHN Y. BROWN IN
STRONG APPEAL

known
fill the
Irch of
ng and
ig Sun-

Candidate for U. S. Senate lilts
Bingham In Brief Address
Here Saturday.

)N

ICE
•

ye for

. 14c

.. 20c
29e
.10e
. 23c
. 25c
$1.23
. 25c.
. 25c
23c
.10c

.. 79c

.. 10e
. 25c -

.I Beef,
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John Young Brown, speaker of
the Kentucky House of Representativeg in 1932, and a special prosecutor with the Federal Department
of Justice until he resigned to
make the race for the U. S. Senate, made a strong appeal for his
cause here Saturday, shortly after
mini to a good-sized crowd. Mr.
Brown was on a speaking tour of
the first district and Murray was
one of the eight stops of the day,
which was concluded with a speech
-in -Paducah Saturday night.
Several voters greeted Brown
. his address.
personally after,
The candidate offered to withdraw from the race if Senator M.
M. 'Logan could get President
Roosevelt "even to indicate he x x
x x wanted the. people to re-elect
Senator Logan."
Brown charged the Louisville
Courier-Journal and Radio Station
WHAS had been given to former
Governor J. C. W. Beckham to
help him in his campaign for the
nomination.
He directed the majpr portion of
his attack against Beckham and
Talbott, terming the former "Dan's
candidate" and charging him with
responsibility for the new state
tax program, which he declared
. was recommended-by Beckham as
chairman of Governor Chandler's
Reorganization Commission.
"I saw that same tax program
when I was Speaker of the House
of the General Assembly," he said.
"It was proposed by Dan Talbott.
I thought it was so bad that I
called a Democratic caucus and
killed it. I was against it then,
and I am against it now."
He charged that the new taxes
will be to the benefit of Robert
Worth Bingham, owner of the
Louisville Courier-Journal a n d
Times. -Bingham owns the whole
block of buildings at Louisville in
which his newspapers are located,"
he said. "Under Beckham's tax
program, the child who buys an
lee'cream cone will pay more state
tax than Bingham will on all that
property. The man who buy.s a
dime package of cigarettes will pay
more tax than Bingham will on
:that Wealth. Is it any wonder.
then, that Bingham is supporting
Beckham. and 'permitting him to
sit behind the walls of his radio
station to make a campaign"
Pointing out that the huge national debt must be paid in future years. Brown declared that
t'selfish, wealthy interest are making an effort to control the elections of men to the Congress of

the United' States so they can es- I
cape taxes necessary to pay that
debt. They will attempt to pass
a national. sales tax, thereby sad.
dling the burden on the backs of
the people who can least afford
to pay it. That is why Bingham
wants Beckham elected to the Senate.''
- He criticised Governor Chandler "because the state administration has announced, its support for
Beck ham."
"I've learned a fellow's political
friends are few' and fickle:As-he
"Last year I made 300
said.
speeches for 'Happy' Chandler and
went to Washington for him six
times, all at rajo own expense.
Governor Beckham apoke for him
twice. How 'Happy' tali be against'
me is beyond human Understanding after all I have done for him.
There is no parallel in the history
of the state where one young man
has helped another to the top,
oory to have the one who hasH
reached his goal turn on the other
and bludgeon him. I don't want
to do 'Happy' an injustice, .however. It's barely. possible that Dan
Talbott had kicked him out of the
administration, and is running the
state himself, just as he kicked
Ben Johnson and myself out.

Connette Elected As
Dakota Music Head
Prof. Earl Connette, who for
the past year has held the position
as critic teacher in the music
department of the Training School
of this college, has been elected
head of the _music department in
the state teachers college, Madison,
N. D., according to word received
by the College News.
Mr. and Mrs. Connette came here
at the beginning of the fall semester. 35-38 froin French Lick, Ind.
He is now doing advapced grad-...._.,
uate work.
Registration! Voters must register when they vote in the primary, Saturday. August 1. There
will be a Republican and Democratic deputy clerk at each polling
place to do this work.

$

$2.00.aheyreatr

1
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accelerated this work,

would have
Drives Million Miles White House Assures LTVA $650,000 actual construction, at course,
To Open Revival at Union Grove
An Accident
could not have begun until these
To Be Spent on Gilbertsville Project essential
Church of Christ Sunday, July 19 Without
investigations had been
miles is
To drive a million
something that is rarely achieved,
except by only a very few persons. To drive that many miles
without a major accident is even
more rare. To drive this distance
wtihout even scraping a fender
seems almost an impossibility.
Yet B. W. Gibbs, a Gulf salesman of' Callingswood. New Jersey,
has justvcompleted such a record.
During nineteen years of driving
motor vehicles in his work for
Gulf, Mr. Gibbs has covered over
'a million miles, over all kind; of
roads, regardless of surface con.dition, without a single accident of
any kind.
This unusual record is all the
more, remarkable because Gulf
tabulates, as chargeable accidents
even such minor mishaps as damaged fenders.
Gulf.is deeply interested in safe
driving, and is especially active in
promoting safety ideals among the
motoring public of America„„jt
safi
wants every znotoris1.4Q
driver, and in order to'Ptif into
practice vibe it urges upotiolhers,
it insists that all employees who
operats Gulf vehielak_do so carefully find 1awfulls7.

••

"My only sin against Talbott, the
only thing that he holds against
me, is that I won't tale orders
from him. That's why he is against
me. And for that I am to be
clubbed with state employes. You
saw that it was announced that
convicts will not be used on highway work this year, and that the
jobs will be given to farmers who
are victims of the drought. Well,
that means the army of weed cutters is coming back. It won't
make any difference how dry the
farmers are, unless they promise
to work for Mr. Beckham and
against me they will not get those
jobs."

•

:
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Brick Work Is
Started on New
Murray Structure
•

••••

. G. C. Brewer of Memphis,'Tenn.,
will begin a series of meetings at
Union Grove next Sunday, July
,iips
o'clock a se. Serv
19, at
will be conducted at 3 p.•m. and
8 p. m. throughout the week. He
will close this series of meetings
at 11 o'clock on fourth Sunday and
will begin another meeting•at Williams Chapel at 2:30 p. m. and
continue through t h e ensuing
week.
Bro. Brewer was die regular
Union Avenue
minister for the
Church of Christ, of Memphis.
Tenn. for about 10 years. For
the past two years he has bee:14
giving his time to evangelistic
.work. We feel very fOrtunate in
securing the service of Bro. Brewer' for these two meetings, and we
feel sure that he is second to none
among the ministers of the Church
of* Christ.
Bro. Brewer • is a noted author
and lecturer. He has held a number of discussions with' men of

Brick - work of the new health
building was started July 8. The
brick will be similar to the bricks
in the other buildings on Murray
State College campus.
There are 14 brick-masons on the
job. Steel construction is nearing
completion. The steel beams which
go across the gymnasium are 100
note. ,/n April of 1928 he had a
feet long.
discussion 'with Judge Ben Lirdsey
Headed for completion. -work on
on the subject of "Companionate,
the new boulevard will begin July
Marriage". We hope to hear him
15.
deliver one of his famous lectures
on the important subject of "Menace of Communism".
Once you hear Bro. Brewer you
will want to hear him again. He
will have a message for everyMiss Thelma Riley was elected
body.
freshman class
A cordial invitation is extended president of the
of the 'Training School on July 2.
to all. Come!
Other officers elected were:
—Committee
vice-president;
Kelly,
Lucille
•
Etnirka Sue Gibson. secretary; Mary.
. . Coleman, treasurer; Henry
C
' 4cine_k_ reporter; Mary Gresham
A large crowd. with Persons' arteVitifris Ahellon, program-cornpresent from many sections, was at mittè
Sulphur Well last 'Sunday.
• The Rev. Frank .RObbins started HICItORY GROVE CHURCH OF
his revival meeting at the Well CHRIST TO HAVE REVIVAL
Revival services will open at
last Sundax night.
A • picnic will be held at the Hickory Grove Church of Christ
Well Friday with a baseball game Thursday, July 23. at 7:45 p. m.
between Springville and Hico to Geo. R. Long of Ferndale, Mich.,
furnish the entertainment on the will do the preaching.
The public is cordially invited
grounds. Hico will again meet
to attend these services.
Springville Sunday afternoon.

•
Dr. James H. Richmond, president of Murray State, received
White House assurance July 1 that
$650,000 would be expended by the
TVA on the Gilbertsville dam this
year.
Answering a telegram sent by
Dr. Richmond and Lower Tennessee Valley officials, M. H. McIntyre, secretary to President Roosevelt, declared: "The bill, as finally
passed, includes an estimate of
$850,000 for this project rather
than an additional amount of $1,.
200,000 recommended in a senate

amendment, most of which was
for this project".
The letter, authorized by President Roosevelt, explained: "This
is the largest development of the
Tennessee Valley Authority and
will create a reservoir 184 miles
long. Of necessity there must be
extensive preliminary investigations regarding the flooding, of
land, the relocation of roads and
highways, etc., before actiol construction-L-wnrk on the dam can
begin.
"While a larger appropriation

made".
Addressed to Dr. Richmond, the
letter began as follows: "The
President has asked me to acknowledge receipt of the telegram
sent by yourself, Mr. W. S. Swann,
Mr. L. J. Hortin, and Mr. Luther
June
date of
under
Draffen
eighteenth, regarding a special appropriation to the Tennessee Vatley Authority for the Gilbertsvillo

It!g_ :Pays to Read the Classifieds

CAPITOL

Comfortably
COOL

SATURDAY

TODAY and FRIDAY

LI ON EL ATWILL
IRENE HERVEY
RAYMOND WALBURN
STUART ERWIN
ON THE STAGE FRIDAY NIGHT ONLY
with

an
"FLASH GORDON"

USHER ABELL and his

:RHYTHM RASCALS"

Miss Riley Leads
Freshman Class

Chapter Seven

, SUNDAY and MONDAY
Na.C1,0

vele'

Sulphur Wells News

"••=WIll•

LOOK LIKE
THIS ...

MOVED!

LANGFORD •

asAsis.••••••:•VsS'•"
••••.•:•'-tt•Sw

A Paramount Picture with.

_

- est Costart• David Niven • Smith &diem
Ern

5c

Directed by Aubrey Scotto • A Walter Wanger Production!
•
Romance that sparkles with song hits and love,/ Frances'
Langford! Hear..."I Don't Want to Make History (I lust Want to
Make Love)",'The Hills of Old Wyomin'","Will I Ever Know?",!
-Palm Springs", and "Dreaming Out Loud".

TO THE

)c

Shroat Building

•••

===

SPECIAL ADDED ATTRACTION

"THE MARCH OF TIME"
TUESDAY and WEDNESDAY

ic

On North Fifth Street

NOT
THIS!

Announcing to the public that we are now established in our new location, just south of Shroat Bros. Meat
Market, on North Fifth Street, approximately one block
west of our old location—same side of the street.
Come in and see our display of Westinghouse Refrigeratori, Electrical Appliances of all kinds, Modern Plumbing, etc.

IC

I.

=M,

IC

BOB HAS A NEW SWEETHEART!
Ana what an exciting pair they make as they
augh and love their way through Robert
..duis Stevenson's greatest thrill-romance!

BE COOL AND
FRESH LOOKING!

11
0
Rosalind

The picture above tells the story. When you're wearing
cleaned and freshly pressed clothes you can enjoy yourself far
more than if you wore soiled, wilted, bedratgled clothes, You'll
look better and feel fresher in clean clothes because clean
clothes are actually choler. Get over on the cool side!
r

IF. H. VANDEVELDE & Co.

c

Next Thurs.-Fri.

In

RUSSELL

ALWAYS LOOK YOUR REST
60c; Pants 25c

Men's Wash Suits

---Wwnen's Linen Dresses, etc.
Thoroughly cleaned anti -carerully pres

HARRY JENKINS, Manager

60c

Phones: Office, 435; Residence, 437'

PLUMBING... WIRING...SHEET METAL WORK
.r. . HEATING

.and
Our Gang
in "Divot Oiggers" ,

•••

Eictrical Refrigerators, Ranges, #130-fiances
I

-

•

lalS44SW.r4.44,44mm•marsm

•

.411111.

-••••11.1.0.asitally_

•
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Murray Grid Teams Win _58,
Lose 22, Tie 7, in* 10 .Years

!driving blocker. and a eonalant
! thorn to the oppouticin's OCCDSiOr
•trength
1933 Football Sward
0
Murray 6$
Lambutla
33
Spring MIII
Murray 0
Murray 13
T P. 1.
0
13
Howard
Murray 0
30
'Murray 6
Western
Murray 4
Middle,Tenn,
19
Millsaps
6
Murray 7
Murray 0
7
Stetson,

Radio Honey

,
3
Southern ill.
Murray 6
Fifty-eight games have been won !kis...tenon and Burnett Miller.
0
hoe Murray - 6' Southeast Mo. •
football t Walter "Bull- Wells-A
Theratiohbred
by the
13
U. taf Louisville
squads over iber-past 10 years 4 JiM2,01,1- with more drive and pow- Murras 0
&
Lambuth
under Use letteteeship of 10 different er than any other Murray fullback, Murray 12
7
U. T. Juniors
captains. a survey showed today..-No one could stop hum howevet.I Murray 13
i
Middle 'Tenn.
During this period the Thorough- be stopped plenty of the opposition Murray 14
.19
Bethel'
breds have tied 7 contests and ff they happened to get by the Murray 26
7
Will-Mayfield
Murray X,
have dropped oily 22 eltsounters- line of scrimmage.
14
West Terin_
Murray 14
The men that have represented
191111 Football Remit
—
Murray State have been under the Murray 18
0
Lambuth
70
,
Carlisle Murray 25
Coaches
at
0 Total 125
tutorship
Hall-Moody
John Miller, captain of the '28
etttehill. Roy Stewart. John Mailer. Murray 0
Unities LlitiversoY 6
Don Edmonds. Ray-•Morgan. and Whirialr 26
0 aggregation, led -his men to one of
Will-Maybeld
"Gander-Terry. Four of these. , Murray 3
0 the most successful seasons the
Southeast Mo.
Maier Cutelsin. Edmonds. and Murray 0
0 Thoroughbreds have ever had in
Middle Tenn_
Stewart still hold the reins of Murray 0
48 their history. Miller a dashing
St. Xayrer
Murray mod machinee
0 end, kept the other teams OD the
West Tenn.
Murray X
defensive, as ha teammates raced
murray*s captains during this
—
period were Walter "Bull" Wells
54 through for touchdowns.
Total 100
T Siedd. John Miller. Jess Haynes
19N1 Football Record
T Sledd. captain of the '27 edi,0
Harlan Brodie, "Red" Evans. Paul
Southerh Ul.
soo. of. the Tisproughbreds. was Min-ray 0
Perdae Zahn Wells. Lenard "Cuts'
0
Mo.
12
Southeast
Murray
one
a quarterback and a good
ter•'. tryant. Vaughan "Weinie ' a
Bethel
flash at ruzusing the ends, and Murray 39
This
Woodall-2M Casey Organ
6
U. T. Juniors
Murray 34
as excellent passer.
year the Steam will be led by capLambuth
Murray 13
Sword
1197 Football
tam and alternate-captains. Julian
6
Middle Tenn.
Murray 14
0
Alabama Teach
Murray 86
Jonesboro Teach. 7
Murray 71
Repert of Condition of
West Tenn.
Murray 40
6
Will-Mayfield
Murray 119
-Total 428
of Murray, in the State ef-Kentucky. at the close of
Jess Haynes led his team
a hard-luck season bet neverthebusiness on June 30, 1936
less kept the tearriks mogale up as
they won 3 out 'of the 7 games
Played. b
1109 Football Record
Cash, balances
12
'tash items in-Proess of collection.. $242.124.88 Murray 13 Southern Ill.
j3
Murray 46.. Eastern'
Muted States Government obligations,
u
3(15,270.34 Murray 0 Southeast Mo.
direct and fully guaranteed
g
73,251.32 Murrai 11". Middle Tenn.
State, t ounty. and municipal'obligations
Cumberland
X
Murray 14
26,325.00 Murray 13
Other bonds. notes. and debentures .. _ ,...
West Tennessee
614;11/11).37 Murray 14- Lambeth
tiwns and discounts
•

nett.

Our Constitution
When I go rumaging through our
old trunk
Sorting out things that's just junks
1 run across an old manuscript
Was just.rite when it was nt.
Found some pants when I was just
13
Made up different from these it

I

Kentucky Pennyrile.

Hazel F. F. A. I
Notes .

WASHINGTON, July io--The
Depart:aunt of agriculture re-

ported today the July 1 condition
of tobeeco was "the lowest in the
crop" on that date,
Hazel history of the
The members of 'the
-As a restult of the drought,"
be
to
are
which
F. F. A. Chapter.
crop report said,
year. the department's
seniors this coming school
stand and growth of the
the
both
their
are making an effort to make
crop are generally irregular, and
farm project programs a success. the July 1 condition of ,yes per
raisIs
one
each
what
of
list
A
cent of normal is the lowest in the
ing folloits:
history of the crop.
James
tobacco;
Tucker,
.L. B.
Total producton for the year
hogs;
and
tobacco,
Lamb. corn,
was forecast at 1.113.764,000 pound3
y;
poultr
Bredford Armstrong,
cent less than 1
and- about 14 per
Harvey Ellis, corn, tobacco,
year's crop and 22 per cent beh.1
a 1
hogs:'
the 1926-32 average.
At the present time indications
Acreage this year was estimated
are that the boys will be success1,471,800 or 2.4 -per cent above
at
projects.
their
ful with
the 1.437,100 aeres harvested last
year. but 21. per cent below ;he
five-year average acreage,

a
ef,
'
Total 95
97 Triedttiera on. war-Small In the
JULL4.24 H.E.NDEASON
waist
Here is the- Thoroughbred that For Im
ghteasure now round fortywill lead the Racehorses through
eight.
a 9-game schedule this year.
"Hans" is prepared to give all be They had been patched about"20
has and get all the team can give
times
in win. and Murray fans are rest- With many colors and different
ing their case in his hands for the
*KC
coming football season
Just,trnpossibla to maka /hem fit,
XX Football Schedule
What. we need is a new outfit.
September 25 Georgetown College, at Murray night).
If Uncle Sam would get the goods
October 3 Morehead College at And some tailors I know they
would.
Morehead.
Mrs. Norman McKenzie and her
October 10 Ouachita at Murray. Cut a new pair right up to date.
daughter, Kay. have returned to
October 17 Mississippi College at A pair you could wear in every
their home in Gleason. Tents., after
Murray 4Homecomingi.
state.
Roy Stewart.
visiting Mr. and
October D Middle Tennessee at
Mrs. McKenue were formand
Mr.
Lovely Fraaces Latteerd, star of Murfreesboro.
The high up coils could not say
erly of Murray. Mr. McKenzie
October 30 Murray vs Union at You cannot plant and mow new
stage and screen heads a toss of
was' a member of the Murray State
hay.
. Wal- Dyersburg. Tenh. (Night,.
favorites in -Palm Springs,'
College football team in '32, •33,
could
yest
you
pants
Wear
those
7
November
West
Tennessee at
ter Wanger's production set agata.t
and '34.
Raise much UK_ inUe if you would.
Memphis.
the background et Illollywood's,i
•November 13 Tigamspee- Terit at
fasorite playground, which opens Cookeville.
Eadistratioa! S'eters must regisat the Culla Theatre Smoky.
ter whim 'trey vote In the priNovember 21 Wedges at Mur- Then all these toefld-be Saints
L There
ray.
Would have to find some other mary. Saturday. August
will be a Republican and Democonaplaint.
spirit" and instilled it in his leap..
polling
I'll bet they say they are too tight cratic deputy clerk at each
mates.
Or. look here they are not made place to do this work.
on netball Record
0
Southern UL
Murray 0
' 7
Centre
Murl•ay 0
Mr and Mrs. Bun Crawford had
0
Murray 19 'Union Univ.
0 as gueSts over the week end Miss
Murray 105
Louisville
Lydia Sue Hart. of HazeL
Western
Murray 0
6
Middle Tenn.
Murray 7
Bafferwortli-Scott
0
Tennessee Tech.
Murray 0
Calvin Scott and Miss Addle
0
Miami Univ.
Murray 0
0 Butterwor‘h were married May 22.
West Tennessee
Murray 6
Mr. and Mrs. James Sims were
489.64
-Overdrafts
20 their attendants. Mrs. Suns is a
'Total 137 s.
Total 98
Banking house owned $12.000.00,
of' the bride.
17,000.00 Captain Harlan Brodie. the man Lenard -Cutter" Bryant, a Mis- sister
,
furniture and fixtures $5.000.00
Mrs. Scott is the daughter of Mr.
Tohoirougathreds
the
led
Mule,
souri
-Perpetualwith
An
smile.
the
efeher real estate owned, including $52,940.70
,neor- and jars. L. N. Butterworth. of
52,940.70 "Arkansas racehorse- with a pleas- to the position as the higebst
Lynn Grove. and Mr. Scott is the
cif farm land and city property
ing strides
mg team in the south and one of
son of the Rev. and Mrs. J. IL
the
in
teams
undefeated
six
the
1930 Football Remind
Scott.
$1,332,091.25' Murray 6 Southern EU.
TOTAL
nation. Cutter's scrap kept a fine
For the present they are making
Delta
line in good shape as backs look
IsfurraY 38
their home with Mr. Scott's parEastern
their time behind it.
LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
Murray 52
ents.
1921 rsethatt Itmeed
o
Murray 7
U. T Juniors
Depo-.ts of individuals, partnerships, corporations:
0
Carbondale
16 Murray 13
Murray 0
Middle Tenn.
The 4-H Club members went tO
Wi9,395,25 Murray 6 Terines.:ee Tech. 36 Murray 20 Union
0
Demand deposits.
6 Peggy Ann Springs for their picWestern
Murray. 20
Murray 7
Southeast Mo.
Time deposits,evidenced by savings
0 nic last Thursday.
Lambeth
Larnbuth
6 Murray 26
--448,114.16 Murray 33
pass books
Miss Robbie Relic Myers has
6
Louisville
of
U
54
Murray
0
West Tennessee
10,
451,333.54 Murray
" Other time deposits
been visiting her aunt of Paducah
7
Teen.
Middle
— Murray 70
15:0552.51.
State, county-. and municipal deposits
6 for the last two weeks.
T. P. I.
93 Murray 9
• 8,629.53 Total 137
Ronald Burt is visiting his
Deposits in other banks
Millsaps
Paul -Cricket" Perdue was a Murray 13
uncles, Serie Camp and Bone
Certified and officers' checks. letters of credit
Mississippi
great linesman_ stithel but -very Murray 30
Miller,
and tra‘elers' checks sold lot- cash...and
effective in breaking up the oppoMiss Dulcie Mae Swann left Sun25
amounts due to federal Reserve bank
sition's interference and spilling, Total 255
day for Lake Janulaska. where
was
Woodall
3,541.09
Vaughan
the
Captaus
runner,
put
ipirit
"'Cricket"
account).
(transit
she plans to attend the Methodist
and -pep in asisans to win fit,
. as game a fighter as emit put on
$1,224,566.08
-- TOTAL DEPOSITS
camp.
good
a
was
He
uniform.
Murray
a
,
•
2,106.23 gaines.
Other liabilities
The M. E. Sunday School went I
could
that
linesman
bspiny
Smart.
1951, Football Record
ad no saws mid isSoes regular prices!
to Bob Noble Park. PadUcih, on '
Capital account:
to
up
power
Murray 12
- 12 ail6 did step .a team's
Delta
an outing Thursday. July 9.
6-3 fa our bigtost
- Capital stoek and capital
'
• 19 its very limit.
Murray 7
Tenors:se Tech
•
Lorene Richardson was a visitor
notes and'debentures ..460,500.00
RIBBON VALUE
BLUE
tail Football Reessil
Murray 32
Southeasj Mo.
of 'Miss Modist Clark 'Over thel
20,000.00
Lambeth
• Surplus ,
Aerehigh with its users oa 3 °oasts:
7 I Murray 48
Murray 13
Middle Tenn.
7 week end. •-'1giss Richardson is
Stetson
7 Murray 19
'
Murray 0' Western
Undivided profits ...........12,9l8.94
1 0000TEMI mama so SA#Tre-Coacor Truitioa
at Paris.
7' working in a dentist office
s*
Millsep
Murray 6
Murray -15.. .Miami
—
Reserves
12,000.00
for quickest-stopped -lasts 43% longer.
Mr and Mrs. Edwin Rogers has j
T. P.1,
Murray 38
Lambuth
105,418.94 MiiTftay
Total capital account
Grove.
near
Lynn
moVed
Ester 911/ SUMMIT FROTILPTCP by patented
2
20
Erhant-Southern
2 Murray 6
West Tenn.
Murray 28
Scree-twist' Gerd, extra 'prima, sacra soduriag
Mr and Mrs. John- Kelso had as I
Middle Tenn,
Murray 13
(ask us so demonstrate!)
,
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL 81,332,091.5_
14 Sunday guests Mr. and Mrs. Alpha
Western
so Murray.27
--Total +32
Ford and little son. Jimmy Harris.
3 LIMINEST CM Put NILE SUM•11.'proved on
13
Misaisuppi
BOW of son- the safest awl limpet outings tire s
On June 30. 1936. the 'required legal reserve against de- , tat= "Zcbe" Wells. a .stalwart Murray 7
Ford and
and Mr and Mrs. H.
led Murray's grid machete ,
IS its pries.
•lissiccipt
•
children
posits of this bank was 161.301.71. Assets reported tackle,
61
Totals 156
with pleasing results for this sear
Rorie Miller's house •caught on
amounted
reserve
salegal
above which were eliglible.
Captain Casey Ori,tar, was a. bard
on. "Zebe" had the -fighting
_
fire Sunday morning. but it was
...
- to n42,124.88.
De seu teem that you can bay a reel Gewlyaw for
saved 'with but slight damages.

1

Smallest Tobacco
Crop Ever Reported

McKenzies Visit
mg.

BANK OF MURRAY

Miss Botto Elected
at Lexington, Ky.
who has
_ Miss Mildred Botto.
in

home ecobeen an instructor
nomics at Murray College for several semesters, has accepted a position as home economics teacher
In Piccadome Hi,gb School, Lexington. Ky. Miss Botto discontinued her work at Murray soon
after the beginning of the summer term.

It pays to read the clasigae4 ads.

Lynn Grove News

with other

• and

—so

that's the tire to got for

431MORE
NON-SKID
AMMO'*

ol

F.

This bank's stock is represented by 6,050 sliares of
common stock, par $10.00 per share.
-MEMORANDA
'Assets depited 'with State auth.orities , to
qualify for the exercise of fiduciary ,or
corporate powers, or pledged.for —other • •
•• $ 91,000.00
--Purposes
Deposits :secured by pledged atssets pursuant'
142,607.09
• .to requirement of law
I. George Hart. cashier of the above named 'bank. do ;
solemnly swear that the above statement is trne, and that
the SCHEDULES on the • back of this report fully and correctly represent the true state...0,0e several matters
terein- contained and set forth, to the best of my know.,
ledge and belief.—George Hart, Cashier.
Sexton, MaxIB. Hurt, L. L. Dunn, Directors,1
STATE OF KENTUCKY. COUi 'l' OF CACLOWAY..
Sworn to and subscribed' ore me tits 9th day of July, 193t. and
I hereby certify that I am not an Officersed.director of, this 'bank- ,
corntrissiOn,expires Jan. 13, 1•40
High Melugin. NotarY Public
MUM,

•

VEL1NG ALONE

0
t
4No,
4 IIP

Voctors say . . .

Highway Underway

k

---.""'

_

"PASTEURIZATION has eliminated the danger of contagion by milk. This is proof of the
great efficiency of pasteurization as a protection of public health."
•

A Safe, Cool
Energy pi6ducer for Hot,
Sweltery
Summer.
Serve

AIVIILi

HOTEL IN

Speedway-world'. greatest
low arias firs

BEALE MOTOR COMPANY
Incorporated

a Mosn6Moiwoe

This is one of the new Burroughs posting machines in
.Rperation
:
-

Regardless of the size of 4-.Our balance•or the activity of your
account, you are invited to observe the comiilete records the bank is
keeping 1 of services extended to you.
, sir
And if you are not enjoying the convecience of a checking account now, the. bank'welcomes the optiortunity- to :discuss the tnatter
with you.

RETURN MILK BOTTLES

.

•a

.7 I IIPMILYler4111/CAVIIINCViniiierallignillNOMMISWOMMI

Whether you area 'customer or not, the Bank of.,hlurtay will
gladly demonstrate to you its new posting machines, which are the
first -of their type to be installed in this locality.
•t —More evidence of the progressive policy of this bank!

, When you bay a bottle of milk, you assume an obligation to see that the empty bottle 11 returned to the rolta
•
MAD ..or•the grocery from which you bought the. milk.

-

up

EMpHIC rEhhiESSEE.

MURRAY, KY.

PHONE 170

A battery of the most modern machines of their kind now posts checking account statements for Bank of Murray depositors. Besides producing neat, accurate statements, the new machines provide an ac""'rate record of services rendered on each checking account.

and

.11 E. 1.1cEsieran. Manaaer
•.
H. Gracry.

if

psdroo'aso Goodyear

. . . . . WE HAVE INSTALLED THE LATEST._
MECHANICAL BOOKKEEPING EQUIPMENT
ESPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR THIS WORK.

midday
drink

The unquestioned pteferente of
wcmen who trcrsel "c one of the finest
tributes to the courtesy hospiolrty
cndiuxuryof the Wilk:mien Hotel

250 ROOM'S
wrth bath.

$4.95

Read the Olaasitted Column.

a cooling

- „Every room hos orculatrq You
. arid electric fon Fir'vest of food is
served in the t5ecutrfti coffne shoçt
ibtes ore oiweys tow.

as low as

OUR TOWN
Tread•printo taken by
us of tites still running
on the ears of our customers prove absolutely that
6-3 delivers at ieast 43%
more miles of real non-skid
safety than even former All
Weathers.
COME IN, SEE OUR PROOF!

PASTEURIZED MILK
For an ACCURATE RECORD of. Services
for Children
rendered on each CHECKING ACCettiNT

SUNBURST
for meals and`-

W LE N

NEWEST

The first concrete highway work
began in Calloway County Wednesday. July 8. This highway will
intersect with the main highway at
the Collegiale Inn and the other
intersection at Five Points. McDade and McDade are to pour the
concrete
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*RIGHT HERE IN

Murray Milk Products Co. Bank of Murray
Telephone 191
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Mrs. Vennie Swift, of near Kirkley, was the guest last •week of
her daughter, Mrs. Bee Cochran.
and also visited Mr. and Mrs..01an
Story and Mr. and Mrs. Jim Cochran. Fact Is, it is her old neighCourse Rads stayed
borhood.
home and played the dick-unts!!
"Shorty" Arnold's weather report
in The Ledger & Times will go
down on pages of history.
George Ayeock's burlesque peetry was fine.
"Jot by Joe" said "Roosevelt
Knox Landon out." Yes, I "knowed" everybody knowed it. Jim
Cole, my good friend, is pestered
"casen" our colored folks have
turned Democratic.
Elder G. I. Brewer, and I suppose
Prof. Vetteto, will begin the "big"
meeting at Union Grove Sunday,
which will require all folding
chairs there is.
Saw a .man in the county clerk
office-objects to tax on ice cream,
whiskey, cigarettes, don't object to
widows and orphans Paying tax
On food and raiment. Go way
'lasses done lost your taste. Sour•
ed!!
sOT7Te- "no
Some correspondents--sickness to report, news is scarce.
I must close". Well, I'll be han4ged.
Town sparrows are using a robbin's nest to hatch out themselves
a bunch of kids. I'll be hanged!!
Just as we were ready to start
to church Sunday afternoon, company came from near Meyfield.
Hope you heard me.
Our mail comes an hour earlier
now, beeause the Southbound mail
train arrives' at Murray at 8 a. m.
instead of 9. I've done shouted
myself hoarse.

District Highway
Advisor In Murray

Dr. Richmond Expects 100o
to Enrollfor Fall Term '36

_S. Pleasant Grove

Temple Hill News

}fin

100.00 CASH PRIZE
ODAK FILM

It

Read the Classified Cohan&

Pals to Read the Classifieds

DEES BANK OF HAZEL
of Hazel, in the State of Kentucky, at the close of business
on June 30, 1936
ASSETS
Cash, balances with other banks, and cash
items in procesircif collection
United States Government obligations,
direct and fully guaranteed
Other bonds, notes, and debentures
Loans and discounts
Banking House, owned, $1,750.00;
furniture and fixtures, $945.00

_ 114I"DOG DAYS"start in July.
Hot,sticky days tbsit play bob
with your car's mileage-unless you use a fuel tailored to
the weather.If you don't want
part of your gas to go out the
exhaust maharrned, waded-get
That Good Gulf in July. It's
specially refined for summer
driving-"Kept in Step with
the Calendar." And tliss's why
all ofit goer to work., none ofit
goer to uarte. Try it.—

id

cid

)FI

$30,833.30
, 20,000.00
45,793.00
28,376 87
2,695.00
$127,698.17

TOTAL

us-

The Old Family
Clock

Revival

Report of Condition of

hiat

When Lather mother wed When love's sweet leaven
...head.
.
Brought blessings on •therr

Frosh To Register
at Murray State
Sept. 19.

•

by
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Mr. and Mrs. Frank Farris, of
Cherry.
An Item last week announcing
that the Rev. K. G. Dunn would
ft makes me think of when
By John Wright Holsaggle.
0. W. Pardue, Hopkinsville, highTheir ftratsbere Child appeared
preach Sunday. July 18. at John
Texas
Tempts.
And how from there and then
Armstrong's, should have read "at way advisor for the first district,
clock
Tbomas
Seth
The
old
training school with all elementary
Our little.hVos they. steered.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Cooper was in Murray Friday conferring
That mother used to wind
and high school grades; 16 critic
Armstrong's." they live in Green with local leaders on Calloway
tick-tock
sense
Still sounds tbe
teachers.
county's highway needs and protint-born child
Plain district.
And brings old things to mind. It saw that
The campus of 60 acres is *ell
Lie still in grip of death,
During the electrical storm Tues- gram.
walks
improved with numerous
Mr. Pardue was accompanied by
It heard their cry, so wild,
day night, July 7, Mr. and Mrs.
first time piece
and driveways, urnamental plants, 'twits mother's
When babe no snore had breath.
Luther Deering, at their borne near Vego Barnes, Hopkinsville postwed:
father
When
and
abe
Dr. James H. Richmond, presi- tic. Eight fully equipped buildBaker's crossroad, received a shook moister, and Christian county poit
does
not
cease
tick
To
old clock
dent, expects an enrollment of 1000 ings are completed and two others
from a bolt of lightning but we litical leader
Though loll theyye. both bean l'ne sure this same
In the college proper this fall. One are under construction. The MaBROWN MANAGER HIM
Bow all us children born
are glad to report that they were
—
dead.
4
of the largest Freshman classes in proximate cost of physical plant
But still it says tick-took
not seriously injured.
Marshall Barnes, Beaver Dam, the history of the institution will is 31,800,000.
With freshness of the morn.
Mrs. Ruby Radford and daughroom
our
Owns
/t
now
library for
ters. Jeane and Ernestine. Mr. and Ky., state campaign manager for be on Murray campus, according • There le a splendid
And Olds an honored place
ler to field workers.
college, also for the Training
Mrs. Ellie Paschall and baby visit- John Young Brown, candidate
Retaining still the bloom
volumes.
25,000
Murray
than
e
The fall semester at Murray School-mor
ed Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Atkins of the U. S. Senate, was in
Of youth upon he face.
Ample laboratory facilities are
Puryear, Tenn., Tuesday evening. Friday in the interest of Mr. State College begins on Saturday,
biology, chemistry,
for
of
registration
available
with
19,
September
candidacy.
Brown's
returning
baby
and
Paschall
Mr.
The minuet revival meeting of
It ticks away the hours
2 2 5 home economics, and physics-ten
Approximately
freshmen.
home Friday from a visit to their
Spring church will begin
to
do
Sinking
used
it
like
Just
courses will be offered for Murray well-equipped laboratories. Splengrandparents.
night before the 4th
Thursday
the
flowers
on
frocit
on
its
And
enrollees. The calendar is as fol- did rooming and boarding facilities
July. Elder Ray, of
in
new.
'twas
when,
as
Sunday
Are
bright
Bro. Lagar Underwood. of Paare provided for both men and
lows:
Mississippi, is to be here to waist
ducah, a boyhood friend of Lon' Mr. and Mrs. Dallas Morris and
.
women In new And well-equipped
funerlatter's
the
in the services.
preached
Hill's,
per The bird still holds its ii/ace
$.5
at
dormitories
family of Centralia. Ill., and Mr. September 21
fireproof'
Registration of
Church Clerk
As painted on the glass
al at S. Pleasant Grove July 7. Mr.
and Mrs, Percy Rogers and family'
week.
students
And seems to add Its grace
was a member of the church
at
guests
the
and
Sunday
were
of Paducah.
The "College News"
Class work
September 22
For all to we who paw.
there and was a highly respected Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Morris and
"Shield" provide opportunity for
begins
Besides his widow,
Christian,
s.
artistic and
of
the
development
Mr. and Msee.Ruby-Morri
to
Last day
September 28
Outworn with every
It makes the same old sound
Mrs. Effie Erwin Hill, he leaves a
journalistic talent.
"Aunt Sissie" Woodall is much
Mrs. 011ie Nesbitt, who has been
register for
When striking time appears,
son and his family of St. Louis.
the SymphonBand,
College
improved since our last writing.
The
spending several months in Detroit
maximum
Miss Ernestine Radford left last
Capella And as the hands go round
Orchestra, the A
ic
Dev.kp4,sod $ Daistie Maas &
Mrs'. Stanford Schroeder has
with her son, Edgar, and family, is
credit
I think of other years.
Wednesday to vend a few days not been quite id well the peat
profeaelsadL,ealiergenseat oil aslalorganizamusical
other
and
Choir,
expected to arrive home first of
Last day t o
October 13
ed by artloloNal for
with friends at Reelfoot Lake and few days.
opportunisplendid
furnish
tions
August.
s,
register for
only
Twits eighteen-forty-seven
will also go to West Frankfort, L11.,
at Sunday
attendance
ties for the development of musiGood
Mail to ganoseitle Flint Service
The Rev. C. B. Smith left last to spend a few weeks with her
for credit
atthe
and
Sunday
cal talent,
School last
men. Swimfor both men and weweek for CleVeland, Ohio. Mrs. aunt, Mrs. L. P. Humphreys.
November 26-28 Thanksgiving
l this ad with7•Lirrlindivid'
The religious life of the students ming will be added to the list alter Mal
tendance at Mid-week Prayer serSmith will go later.
Recess
.
ual attention'
Mr. and Mrs. Barton Veazey. of vices last Wednesday night was
the
is carefully guarded through
I,
1937.February
P32
holChristmas
18
December
Mrs. Bertha Orr, of Murray, re- Cottage Grove, and Mr. and Mrs.
the Chrisprograms`,
chapel
various
attended. The revival will
well
at
idays begin
cently spent several days with Mrs. Keith Veazey, of Paris, visited the
tian Association, and other re- •
•
begin here June 19.
close„ of day's
Toy Phillips.
latter's mother. Mrs. Ruby Radligious organizatiens among the
Mr. and Mrs. Solon Griffin spent
work
The Pleasant Grove Missionary ford and. family, Sunday.
.studehts,
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Society met last Wednesday afterRoger W. Babson, statician, in Eldridge of Potterlown.
The social life of the students is
Guthrie.
the
Ivan
that
noon with Mrs.
World Outlook, maintains
A number of people from this
facilities at Murray wholesome and varied-receptions,
Educational
and
Phillipe
of
Mr. and Mrs. Coil
U. S. has never worked clear
neighborhood attended the all day College make it one of the best parties, proms given by the varichildren recently joined her broth- unemployment cycles until there siniing at Brook's Chapel Sunday
schools of its kind in the South. ous students organizations under
er, Hubert Farris, of Detroit, in a had been a great wave of religious and reported a nice time and a lot
It has 14'departments; 350 courses; the direction of the social, comfamily reunion at the home of revivals: and that it is not likely of dinner left.
baccalaureate degrees conferred mittee of the faculty.
their parents and grandparents, that the
present unemployment
The prominence of Murray in
with certification and also withproblem will be solved without a
Registration'. Voters must regis- out certification; pre-medical, pre- athletics is well known throughout
awakening.
spiritual
national
ter lobes rbey vete in the pri- law, and other professional pre- the country. intercollegiate foot"For the wager of sin is death; mary, Saturday, August 1. There
paratory courses; 70 members of ball, intercollegiate basketball, inlife
is
Eternal
but the gift of God
will be a Republican and Demo- faculty all prolessiorially trained; tramural sports of various kinds
through Jesus Christ our Lord." cratic deputy clerk at emit polling
Rom. 6-23.
place to do this evoiit.

At present crops are best since
1831. Tobacco is being topped by
July 15. As the saying is "Cannot sleep day nor night for corn
If you have not
a-shouting."
been through here, you don't know
nothin'. Irish taters big as goose
elopes-cabbage heads a-bustin', 'n
every thing.
Lightning struck an old shade
tree on the Finney home place at
Clayton Ray's. Just one bolt, but
oh lawsa-massey me that was •
plenty. Threw bark and splinters
across the highway. Killed that
tree, root and branch In less than
one second. Two weeks before
peother tree by the garden gate
was struck, and two years ago
lightning struck the tobacco barn.
Mrs. Windsor and two children
stopped their auto at my mail
box and informed me that a baby
was setting down in the road.
Bettie Jo Hale, age 18 months, had
Excitement ran
toddled away.
high for a short time.!!-"Eagle"

Why Gulf is the Gas
for July

ing

ArTERNOON, JULY 16,

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL\
Deposits of individuals, partnerships, corporations:
$68,681.79
Demand deposits
18,035.93
Other,time deposits
11,349.87
deposits
municipal
and
State, county,
$98,057.59
TOTAL DEPOSITS
Capital stock and capital notes
$25,000.00
and debentures
2,500.00
Surplus
1,176.58
Undivided profits
964.00
Reserves
29,640.58
Total capital account
TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL.. $127,698.17
On.June -80, 1936, the required legal reserve against
depostis of this bank was $6,142.58. Assets reported
above which were eligible as legal reserve amounted to
$50,833.30.
•
to
sold
$25,000
by
ed
is
represent
capital
This bank's
public; 1,000 shares of first preferred stock, par value
$10.00# retirable at $10.00 per share; arid 1,500 shares of
common stock, par $10.00 per share.
I, J; M. Marshall, cashier of the above named bank,
do solemnly swear that the above Atatement is true, and
and
thatahe SCHEDULES on the back of this report fully
matters
several
the
of
state
true
the
correctly represent
herein contained and set forth, to the best of iny knowledge and belief—J.- M. Marshall, cashier. 7 •
STATE OF KENTUC101, tC/IlliTY OF CALLOWAY.
and
Subscribed and sworn to before isle this 6th day of July, 1936,
I hereby certify that I am not an officer or director of this bank.W. H. Miller, Notary Public. My commiselen empires Jo' 6, 1936.

JUST FOR FUN

-

"I DRIVE
5.000 MILES
A MONTH
WITHOUT BEING
TIRED AT NIGHT
SAYS J. F. S.* OF CLINTON, ILL.

1

e

Remember now

YOUR BELOVED DEAD
Whenever families ,meet, consider your
ones who have gone before. Are their last
resting places marked with appropriate memorials?
If you are considering the pathase of a monument,
let us submit suggestions for various types. FRr
any form of memorial within any price range, we
are equipped and capable of giving the most saAisfactory one possible, for your money.

loved

.t

Through several years, the Murray Marble
Works has been -own as a business operated
along the lines of kiois.ty and fair dealing.
We
beats that
When a car his, plenty of leg room; deep-cushioned
weight you
cradle you like an armchair: the extra length and
-Action ride, you can't
• must have for readiness; and a Knee
that's an exact
do better for comfort and luxury. And
priced fine car.
• deacriptihn .of Pontiac - America's lowest-

Remember that a suitable grave marker can
be purchased for as little as $10.

who recently have written enhin •
*On* of 11,000 Pontiac ownersthou
cars. Mei paid teet4osonsie1s1
eery !steep, of praise about

MURRAY MARBLE,ii
WORKS

PONTIAC
SIXES AND EIGHTS

are keeping up this reputation.

_

GOLDIE ORR, Manager
Murray, Ky.

Telephone 121 -

L. S. ANDERSON MOTOR COMPANY
108-10 North Seventh Street
Mayfield, Beattie/SY

-

HOTEL
THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY

INDIANAPOLIS

HOME
GIBSON ROOF
Ciati's Only Sky Cale

BASE BALL
Cincinnati Rada

AMUSEMENT PAM
"Coney Wend
"Island °user"

CINCINNATI ZOO
TAFT MUSEUM
SUMMER OPERA
At Diretnniati Zoo

Pill A NY 1;
r

are'ever

BOAT TRIPS

„KEN T UCKY
HOTEL

NSA

Louisville's Newest and ep o.Date in

Appointments an Most
Reasonable ates
....____.

LARGEST IN
5.

.y.

CINCINNA

observed in the Service, Comfort
and convenience of the

All

•
The rates we low, bet yam

,
‘4
DANCING...ENTERTAINMENT!

room is big end airy, end
you saioy every fine hotel

et the Linden. Centrally located,dose to every.
thing worthwhile. A friendly
itralsrisble semosphwe. Fins
Food in the Coffee Shoo and
Grill- Garage facitoties.

luxury

Whether you actually.dance or not, you'll get
2 thrill out of visiting the Bluegrass Room ia
she Brown Hotel! Merely sit and listen, if you
wish-but don't win the superb dance music,
the amusing entertainment.' Dinner-dancing ,k
from 6.50 to 9:30. Night-club from 10,.m.to 2.

I. a. E TU4411111,

ettleeex

nem
so
25
0
MODICN

ROOMS
spo arra sera

THE BROWN HOTEL

\

LOUISVILLE
14.6re14 5 0.1••••• Me...prr

,

Write TURNER MILAN, Ass't. Manager \
for Reservations
.
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t
lion. should address him at Murof your letter of June 27.
known as South 'West Cord
between Sections --2 and 3 and 10 South Liberty voting precinct be
It is hoped that the old age pen- ray for appointments.
voting precinct , and the voting
and 11 lo the south line of the and the same is hereby described
system will he put in operasion
Concord.
hi
located
be
to
place
t.
distric
as
Magisterial
follows:
Brinkley
in the very near future. As'
'lion
south
South Concord
thence east 2 miles to the
Contributions to this column
Beginning at the north west cox1UNTY AGENT NOTES I
you 'are probably aware, an orupon topics of interwit are aleast corner of Section 12, Town- ner ot. Section 10, Township 2.
Beginning at the south east corganization has to be set up, not
ways welcome: They do not
ship '1. Range 3 East. thence north Range 5 East and said point of
ner of the county, thence north" , necessarily express the vieles
only in Franktfort. but in the . sevBangs Test To Be Given
2 miles to the north east corner of beginning being on the
. ' terial
of this newspaper.
with Tennessee river a distance of
eral counties, and after-tithe . sysDr. Rothroch who is with the
Section 1. thence west 1 mile to district line between Liberty -ahd
Fair Voting Precinct
•
line,
to
township
about 6 miles
atiplicatibria
all
eStehlished.
is
tern
corner of Sec. 1. Murray magisterial districts, thence
State Wternary Department, callOLD AGE PENSIONS
thence west with townshin„ line to
Described as follows: Beginning the north west
fur pensions will have to
- section *east with section line dividing Seced at the office of the county agent
where the same crossei" Blood Editor,
It the north east corner of Section thence -toorth 5. miles with
are
any
payments
vistigated before
Friday of last week stating he was
north east corner Of tions 3 end 10, 2 and 11. 1 and 12.
river, thence south of up Blood Ledger & Times,
1, Township 1. Range 4 East and line to the
this
made, I hope however that
11. the beginning eor- 6 and 7. 5 and 8, 4 and 9. 3_ and
to be ih.the county to test cows for
river to where the same crosses the • I have been asked many quesbeing the intersection of the range said Section
'11 nottk long,
voting place to be lo- 10. and 2 and 11. and to where saidBangs disease or contageous aborold Murray and Concord public tions by people who are interested
and township lines thence south ner with the
Very tru1y-y=3Kirksey.
in
cated
tion.
Tennessee
intersects
line
when
section
the
to
as
with
east
county
south
road,
Thence
In
-CalloWsiy
rangebetween
line
with the range
• B. T. Brewer
•
old Murray and Concord public the old age pens* will be' in
Thelist in the-office of the court.:
4 and 5. a distance of 3is miles and Smith Brinkjey Voting Precinct river thence southward with Tenof Department
Secretary
of
junction
the
to
river
the
intersects
nessee
same
where.
to
Beginning
road
operation.
ty--Agent is our'bi date and anDescribed as follows:
being the Middle of Section 19.
of Welfare
the Murray and Concord highway
I am herein inclosing a copy of
other one is being PerPared•
Quarter Section line, thence west on the ,Countx._line beta.t.en. Graves Blood river with Tennessee river.
Any.
near the Concord high school, a letter from Mr. B. T. Brewer
one having cows to be tested please
_moth Quarter Section line dividing and Caltioway County where Sec- thence westward with the methence southeastward with the which is self-explanatory.
notify the County Agent. This is
Sections 24. 23. 22. 21. 20. and 19 tion line between Sections 30 and enders of Blood river. , to where
Offers Lectures
Gough
to eliminate
center of the highway to where
I will appreciate it if you will
to range line between ranges 3 and 31. thence East with Section- rine -3 the- same crosses the Murray and
Free to All Churches a fine opportunity
the same crosses the Kentucky,. publish this letter in your- column
diseased cattle from the county.
4. thence north with said range miles to the north east corner "oi Pine Bluff road at Etrandon's Mill.
Tennessee state line, thence east so that you may acquaint lithe
The test 45 isea•.and, cows. found
line 811 miles to the north west. Section 33, thence South 1 mihiltn thence westward With - the MurGalen Gough, writer and lee- diseased will be paid for when
t he
with
Kentucky-Tennessee people regarding the old age pencorner of Section 6, Township 17- the north east coiner of Seeffbe'ray and Pine Bluff road to where
turer for the World's Temperance disposed of. Please send noti'ce'
state line to the beginning and sion.
Range 4 East thence east with 4. thence east I mile to the north the same crosses the district • line
and Fidelity League, has offered in promptly.
Yours very truly,
this to. be known as South Contownship line 6 miles to the be- east corner of Sec 3, thence sloth between the Murray and Liberty
his lecture free 'to all churches.
Ben Grogan
cord voting precinct with the votginning. Voting place to be lo- 2 miles to the south east cornet'oi magisterial districts, thence north
of denomination . or
regardless
ing place located in Concord.,
Mr. Richardson, county agent of
cated at Midway on the Hazel and Section 10. the Brinkley magis- -about 212 miles • to the beginning
• June 27, 1936 creed.
Henry county. Tennessee. has a big
Murray highway where the Etnyds- terial district line, thence west point'and to be known as South
North Concord
be
will
the
The complete lecture
tobacco meeting planned at Whitville and Concord road crosses said with section line and Magisterial Liberty voting precinct with
Beginning it the mouth of Blood Mr. Frederltk Wallace,
JAMES STEWART and WENDS
given without compensation to Mr. lock on Friday, July 17. all day.
Commossioner of Welfare.
district line 4 miles „to the South voting placeoto be located at Rushighway.
in "SPEED." shouts.: river, Tepee westward with the
BARRIE
Gough and no collections will' be Calloway county farmers are inVest,. corner of ,,Section. 7 and Sell Chapel.
Hazel Voting Precinct
meandere-llif Blood river to Bran- FrankfOnt,
next Thursday and Friday at the
taken. The subject-of the lecture vited to attend. Why not go and
Faxon Vobing Prechtet
County line 3 miles to the point of
Described as follows: ,To
don's Mill, thence west with the Kentucky.
is "Temperance.'.
It is ordered by the court that Capitol Theatre,
learn to make dark fired tobacco
vided into two voting precincts beginning with voting .place lomagisterial district line between
Mr. Gough, a native of Marshall getter?
Faxon voting precinct be and the
'
namely. East and West Hazel: the cated in Coldwater.
Concord and Liberty magisteriif Dear Mr. Wallace:
county, is a World War hero and
same is hereby described as folNorth Liberty Voting Precinct
dividing line between East and
sald'Voting precinct be divided .districts to where the same interthat
briMarine
famous
the
in
As Representative of Calloway was
Will Remodel Barn
West Hazel voting precincts shall • It is ordered by the court that lows:
sects the Murray magisterial disfollows:
Beginning at the southwest cor- as
County I am asked many ques- gade which halted the German
Don't forget to visit the tobacco
be divided oath the N. C. & St. North Liberty voting precinct be
mile north of the trict line, Thence south with the
one
Beginning
July
on
tions by the public who are in- drive .rit Chateau-Thierry
barn remodeling demonstration at ,
L. R. R. that is beginning- on the 1 and the same is hereby described ner of Section 3. Township 2.
south east corner of the Murray. Murray magisterial district line terested in when the old age pen18 'Yest-444°- -th&
on- the - ---- - - - Range -3 - East and - which is the
Tarn
south line ,if the Fait Voting. pre--- as follows:
it st.'
18. 1918, '
about I% miles to South West
district,
east
thence
magisterial
Saturday. Gough was in Coldwater-Backusburg -'load. July
Betnning at the north east cor- north west corner of the South
.cinct where the railroad crosses
Concord voting precinct Ii n e, sion will be put in operation. coming
Sections
line
dividing
section
with
Knowing that you will be the dis- the 5th Marines and was struck 21. Jesse 13tcxls. extension engithe same thence south with the ner of the Liberty magisterial dis- Liberty voting precinct. thence
27 and 34. 26 and 35, 25 and 36.111e thence East 3 miles with section
of high neer of the University of Kenrailroad until the point is reach- trict and being the north east cor- East with Section line iand being range line between ranges 5 .and line to the range line between tributor I am asking you for your behind the ear by a piece
wheat field tucky. will be in"-charge` of *the
ed where the Murray 'and ,Hazel ner of Calloway County, thence the north line 'of South Liberty 6. thence south wth the range line ranges 5 ahd 6. thence south I opinion so that I may acquaint explosive shell in the
by
work. Ventilating will be done on
highway crosses the game, thence south with the 'meanders of the precinct, dividing Sections 3 and one mile to toWriship line, therico mile to townshipoline. thence east' my constituency with some reli- which has been immortalized
the heroism of the Marines on a. big bare on the road. Every
able information,
east And south with She Hazel and Tennessee river to. the section line 10. 2 and II. 1 and -12. 6 and 7. east with township line
Tennesto
line
the
with
township
mile,
day.
that
a
have
I will be very glad to
one interested in better tobacco
Murray highway. 4th Ave. or Main dividing Sections M and 26. Town- 5 and 8. 4 and 9. 3 and 10. 2 and to Blood river, thence southward see river. thence north with the
He lingered between life and should see this demonstration.
Street with the center thereof to ship 3. Range 6 East. thence west 11 to Tennessee river, thence north or with the meanders of Blood meanders of the river to the,begin- personal answer to this letter from
months
12
for
ro
death in a hospital
the State line between Kentucky with said section line dividing with the meanders of the Tennes- river to where Blood river crosse- fling and this to be known as you.
With my personal good wishes and 'recovered to become the 'Continue to feed chicks good
and Tennessee. West of this di- Sections 217 21, 20, 19. 24. 23. 22 see river 3 miles to the Section the old Murray and Concord pub- North Concord voting precinct
world's miracle strong man. Mr. mash and plenty_of it so they will and kindest regards. I am.
vision line , shall be called West and 21 from Sections 28. 27. 26, 25. line, thence west with section line
road, thence southeastward with -olive voting place located at
lic
Gough has been editor of several be ready to produce winter eggs.
•
Yours very truly.
Hazel with the 'Voting place in 30. M. M. 27 and 26 to`Johnathan dividing Sections 23 and 26.•1e1W11- with the old Murray and Concord Brandon's Mill.
physical culture magazines, lecBen Grogan
Hazel. East of this division line creek, thence north with the me- ship 3. Range 6 East. -thence on public road to where the same inturer, author, writer, and actor
Calloway County Utopia Club
shall be known as East Hazel 'with smilers of'Johnathan creek to the west with Section line dividing tersects the new highway near the
July 7, 1086 and spent several years in Holly- members will go on a picnic to
county line between Marshall and Sections 22. 21, 20. 19, 24. 23. 22. 21
the voting place in Hazel.
building.
school
high
Concord
wood.
Hon. Ben Grogan
• Calloway County. thence east with from Sections M. 27. 26. 25, 30. 29,
Kirksey Voting Precinct
l'eggy Ann Springs July 41. All
thence with the center of the highHe was recently received by a members plan. to go.
House of Representatives
Described as follows: Beginning the county line to the beginning 28. and 27 to where said Section
to, where the
southeastward
way
Spring
large crowd at the Sinking
creek,
Frankfort, Kentucky
crosses Johnathan
on the County line between Mar- and this shall be known as -North line
same crosses the Kentucky-Tenneschurch.
Logari-eounty farmer* this spring
shall and Graves' County at the Liberty voting precinct with the thence south with Johnathan creek
line,
thence
westward
state
see
Churches wishing Mr. Gough to organized .their first wool . pool.
My dear Sir:
north, east corner of Section 11. voting place located at Palestine about 2 Miles to the north east
the.Kentucky-Tennessee state
with
deliver his temperance lecture, /tending 3,500 pounds, to the state
corner of the* Murray magisterial
Township 3. Range 3 East, thence church.
line to the south east corner of
This will acknowledge receipt without pay and without obliga- association,
distrct. thence south 1 mile to
Liberty
west with the County line west 21,1
district
magisterial
the Hazel
line,
It appearing to- the satisfaction the llinginning corner and this shall
miles to the middle of Section 9.
thence north with the magisterial
thence south on the Quarter,
,Sec- of the court that the voting pre- be known as Faxon voting predistrict line 7 miles to the beginticin line of Section 9. 16. 21. and cincts of North and Scairi Liberty cinct with the voting place at
ning and this boundary shall be
_
26 to the -•-fiseelltirr-tine between now contains more voters than Faxon:•
South West. Concord
Sections- 28 and 33 Township 3 perMitted lay law and -mare than
-la
It appearing to the satisfaction
Range 3 East. thence east with the can conveniently vote ordinarily
Section line 22 mile to - the„Section. and it • further appearing' to the of the court that the South Concorner between Sections 28,--21`.-3M court that in order to provide bet- cord voting precinct now contains'
and 34, tance south with the Sec- ter convenience to the voters of more voters than permitted by law,
lion line between Sections 33 and these precincts that these ,precincts and ,more than can conveniently
34 to the Section corner between „should' be changed and that an ad-, vote ordinarily anck it further apCalloway Circuit Court
ions 33,,, 34. 3 and 4. thence klitional voting ,preciJact be estab- pearing to the court that in order
it with Section line between lished so as to provide the proper to provide better voting conven---First National Bank and E. P.
Sections 34 and 3 to the section conotnience to the yoters of these iences to: the voters residing in Phillips, Receiver of the First
said South Concord voting pre- National Bank, ,
corner between Sections 34. 35. 2 precincts.
Plaintiffs,
and 3. thence south with Sec.'line
It-teonrciered by the count. that cinct it is ordered by the court
W. Judgment
'C. -Z. Cochrum, Atidie Cochrum.
-1
Defendants
By virtue of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Circuit Court. rendered at the April
atiannv-PAYISUIn TO ITT TON MIMI
term- thereof. 1936, in the above
Ask about tke Genera/ Motors
cause for the purpose of payment
mitafitment 'tufts.
of $1123.33 with interest thereon
•,c76.5to$1915are the httpri•esofthenr-ue
from April 8. 1935. $542.10 with inBoatel at Flint, Alech.,5nAlect to change
trest from April 8, 1935, $114.84
•14,1ilteut osat.a. Standard arid _Waal
witia - interest thereon from April
fleCtli•fiff groutI on all tno,tels at extra .
8. 1935 until paid and $542.10 with
ghats
Mi. Ail &Mk priers intlude taf
interest thereon from April 8. 1935
tennseross. a. ilandard equipment.
and costs herein expended, I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the
court house door in Murray. Kentucky, to the highest bidder at
public ,auctioro,„on Monday. the
MO MATTER how hot the weather, you can
day of July.' 1931.- at 1 o'clock
27th.
depend on your ELECTRIC refrigerator
OOD companion in work Os play-first class travel- ic way it 'shortens the long holds into pleasant jaunts.
'or -thereobout same being county,
to make plenty of ice and to keep your food
court dayttipon a credit of six
mate on any journey-you'll find the makings of a You'll find in its easy, quiet, confident mastery of any
safe and wholesome .. „with no added heat
months,t ...ofollowing described
• Asa
friendship in this Series 40 Buick SPECIAL. . condition'the road can offer, something of the thrill that
beautiful
in the kitchen.
property. being and lying in CalloTELEPHONE
way County. Kentucky. to-wit:
called a car
You get along plenty quick when you turn on the quiet hasn't been yours since the first day you
You may move to a village Or to the
A certain thirty-six (36) licit
country . It makes no difference . . . You
power of this oil-hushed valve-in-head engine, the ablest •your very own.
tract being part of the S. W. Qr.
of Sec. 4. and a part of the N. W.
can use your ELECTRIC gefrigerator wherght of its si2e....to be found the world over..
straight-ei
You've wante4 star like Buick-good to look uponi
and N. E. Qrs. of Sec. 9. T. 1. R.
*
ever there is ordinary electric service.
3 E.. bounded by beginning at Boa
to ride in; safe and sure at any speed; tough,,..
restful
mannicely
as a
these
with
well
gorgeously
\. You'll get along
You always find it easy to keep your
the S. W. corner of tract, it being
and thrifty in the hardest kind of service.
dependable
lightest
woman's
a
that
RADIO
easy
so
wheel
controls-a
nered
and span ... free
where this tract joins the Will
electric refrigera
one
Eastthence
lands,
that
Armstrong
action
getting
in
.
.
instant
safe
from
so
throttle
a
law,
flame,
fensive
fro
touch is
You've wanted one-why not have one?. The price
hundred five (105)• poles. a:rock.
es.
an
sooty smu
£a wish is almost enough to accomplish the deed.
begins at $765* list at the factory, Flint, Mich., and
thence North thirty-nine 139) poles,
a Rock. thence West twenty-five
You'll discover your ELECTRIC rethe
terms are just a few dollars a week more than the
roads
rough
turning
for
faculty
happy
Buick's
You'll like
(25) poles, a Rock. thence South
frigerator amazingly economical to operate
as an
cars.
maglowest-priced
the
in
delights
new
(10)
ten
discover
and
poles
ones-you'll
(17)
into good
seventeen
-a few cents a day--ead fig use cuts ,the
I
ELECTRIC LIGHT
feet to a Rock, thence twenty (20)
cost of all other -electrical -service in your
poles to a Rock. thence South
home.
thirty-nine 139) poles to the beginning. containing thirty-six (36)
Lower in first cost-size for size-your
acres.
refrigerator will give you better
ELECTRIC
Also ten OM acres-off of the
is a
service year, after year for, less money Than"' West- end of a twenty (20) acre
SCOTCH MAN
any other type of automatic refrigeration.
tract, conveyed to C. F.' Richie by
That's what counts!
P. E. Gream, being a part of floe
S W. Qr. of Sec. 4, T. 1: R. 3 E„
See- Deed Book No. 2, Page 183.
Local dealers offer- you a choice of
Also thirteen and one-half acres
many models and sizes with new
(132i1/acres to be taken oft of the
in the
West side of the West half of the
time-saving and work-saving
KITCHEN
N. W. Qr. of Sec. 9, T. I. R. 3 &features.
them today
For thepurchase_ price the purchaser must 'execute bond with
approved securities. rearing le
interest from the day of sale until
and having the force and ef•
fect of a judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms.-George S. ,Hart,
,ioner,
Master Commis.
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•
3 :Voting Precincts
; -Changed

L

Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!

. COMMISSIONER'S
. SALE

YOUIL GET ALONG A
BIG WAY IN THIS ONE

Mere Pennies

IT

Pay for All these Advantages of
an Electric Refrigerator!

I 4DEPENDABLE -

G

t,

PORTABLE
CLEAN

ECONMICAL

NO ADDED HEAT

See

I Buy Now at Prices and Terms within Your Means
Enjoy the Use of Your Electric Refrigerator
While You are Paying for It!
We,Sell the General Electric--

Kentucky-Tennessee Light and Power CoKentunicy
1
m Vra Y.

SHOES DYED
any color and colors
'renewed
WHITE SHOES, ladies' or
men's cleaned and refinished in solid white.

A GENERAL MOTORS PRO6UCT

L. S. Anderson Motor Co.

Vulco.Soling
DUTCH'S SHOE
SHOP
East Maple Street

108-10 North Seventh Street
Mayfield. Kentucky
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